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Abstract

A finite element method for calculating the earthquake induced

deformations of an earth dam has been developed and applied to a study of

the deformations induced in the upper San Fernando Dam during the earthquake

of February 9, 1971.

The calculated deformations are in reasonable agreement with the

displacements measured after the earthquake, and the calculated stresses and

strains explain some of the observed effects of the earthquake on the dam,

such as cracking in the outlet conduit and the development of slide

scarps on the upstream slope.

The method complements the existing procedure for the dynamic

analysis of earth dams proposed by Seed et al (1973), and appears to provide

a reasonable basis for determining permanent deformations in earth dams due

to earthquake shaking.
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Chapter 1

Earthquake Induced Deformations of Earth Dams

Introduction

A possible failure mechanism for an earth dam during an earthquake

is the loss of freeboard, and the subsequent overtopping of the dam, caused

either by slope failure or settlement of the crest due to strains induced

in the dam by seismic inertia forces. Sophisticated methods for assessing

the stability of embankment slopes are now available, having progressed

from the pseudo-static approach to the currently available comprehensive

dynamic analysis which incorporates the varying bedrock acceleration during

the earthquake, the change in material properties with the level of strain

induced by the earthquake inertia forces, and laboratory tests to determine

the resistance of the embankment soils to the cyclic stresses induced by

the earthquake motions (Seed et al., 1969, 1973). However, the information

gained from such analyses to date has provided only an approximate assess

ment of the deformations occurring due to seismic force applications (Seed

et al., 1973), and while this is all that is required in many cases, it

would seem desirable that a general method to predict earthquake-induced

deformations be made available to the designer of earth dams.

A comprehensive approach to the determination of earthquake induced

deformation of an earth dam must include an analysis of both the initial

stresses acting throughout the dam and the superimposed cyclic stresses due

to the earthquake, together with a comprehensive program of laboratory

testing to determine the strains induced in the soil by the superimposed
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cyclic stresses. Finally, a system of integrating the strains induced in

individual elements to predict the deformed shape of the dam is required.

The initial and simplest approach to this problem was that used by

Seed et al. (1973) which simply involved determining an overall average shear

strain likely to develop in an extensive zone of an embankment. A second

approach was presented by Lee (1974) and applied to the analysis of the

deformations of five dams. It involved the concept that seismic deformation

of a dam is due to softening of the soil by seismic shaking and the

resultant settling of the dam to a new condition compatible with the changed

stress-strain properties of the embankment soils.

A different approach is presented in this report. The method

integrates the element strains, calculated by the approach advocated by

Seed et al. (1973), in a finite element formulation to calculate the

deformation of an earth dam due to seismic forces. The method is used to

calculate the deformation of the Upper San Fernando dam during the earth

quake of February 9, 1971, and shown to give results in reasonable agree

ment with the measured displacements.

Previous Studies

The earliest analytical technique used to study the dynamic

response of earth dams to earthquake ground motion was the vertical shear

beam method (Mononobe, Takata & Matamura, 1936; Ambraseys, 1960).

Limitations associated with the technique restrict the analysis to dams

which can be idealized as homogeneous structures; furthermore only shear

mode response is determined, and the effect of the vertical component of

the ground motion cannot be included. However, as this analysis considers

the dam to be a deformable body, it makes possible the determination of the
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manner in which the seismic coefficient (representing the earthquake

induced inertia forces) varies with height within the dam as well as with

time.

The most versatile analytical tool for dynamic response analysis

currently available is the finite element method. It was first applied to

the study of the dynamic response of earth dams by Clough & Chopra (1966)

and of earth banks by Idriss & Seed (1967). These first studies incorporated

a linearly elastic medium with uniform viscous damping. Later modifications

of this approach incorporated an equivalent linear analysis, where the

shear modulus of the soil and the damping are strain-dependent, and used an

iterative procedure to achieve a strain-compatible result (Seed et al., 1973).

Methods of analysis of the deformation of a dam embankment under a

combination of sustained and cyclic stresses can be divided into two

categories--effective stress analyses or total stress analyses.

In an effective stress analysis the deformation-controlling

characteristics of the soil are determined by a suitable program of

laboratory tests. These characteristics include the pore-water pressure

generation coefficients, the yield stress and the rate of plastic

deformation at stresses above the yield stress, and their variation during

the earthquake. Incorporating these results in appropriate analytical

analysis, the magnitude of the deformation is assessed.

In a total stress analysis, the initial and superimposed cyclic

stresses are determined analytically. In the laboratory, samples of the

soil in each zone of the dam are consolidated under the initial stress

conditions of corresponding elements in the dam, then subjected to uniform

cyclic stress histories equivalent to those determined from the response

analysis, and the resulting deformations noted.
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With either an effective or a total stress analysis, it is

necessary to integrate the individual element deformations to obtain the

overall deformation of the dam. The results should be the same, whichever

method is used, provided the method is correctly applied.

Until recently, methods used by most designers to determine the

seismic stability of earth dams employed a limiting equilibrium concept,

where the result of the analysis was expressed as a single number, such

as a factor of safety against total failure. The effect of the earthquake

was simulated by a static force acting on a potential sliding block to

represent inertia forces in the dam, and a conventional stability analysis,

such as the method of slices, was used to determine the stability of the

dam. The procedure waS similar to the static stability analysis, though

the critical sliding surface was usually different for the two cases. The

dam was determined to be stable under the specified loading conditions if

the factor of safety was greater than unity. Otherwise, failure was

considered total, and no estimate of the actual displacement could be made.

The force on the sliding block, which represented the inertia forces, was

expressed as a percentage of the weight of the block, and was characterized

by a seismic coefficient. The seismic coefficient, which was related to

the maximum ground acceleration which could be expected at the site, varied

between about 0.05 and 0.15.

This method of analysis assumes that the seismic force on the dam

acts in one direction for an infinite time, whereas the actual inertia

forces reverse after a short period, approximately 0.25 to 0.5 seconds for

most earthquakes, with possibly only minor slumping occurring before the

forces reverse, even though the factor of safety may fall below unity for

part of the cycle. However, this slumping, cumulative over a number of
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strong ground motion cycles, could culminate in sufficient loss of

freeboard resulting in overtopping of the dam, even though no general slope

failure occurs. Thus the deformation of the dam will depend on the duration,

as well as the severity, of the ground motion. The time factor cannot be

incorporated into limiting equilibrium methods of analysis.

An early attempt to rationalize the pseudo-static approach of applying

a static force to simulate earthquake loading was made by Seed & Martin (1966).

As a knowledge of the variation of the inertia forces during the earthquake,

and the frequency of this variation, would be of more significance to the

designer than an equivalent static force, a method to determine these for a

given design earthquake was presented.

It was assumed that the random variation of the seismic coefficient

could be expressed as a number of uniform cycles at a given frequency.

For dams of uniform construction, design curves were presented which gave

the characteristics of this uniformly varying seismic coefficient, as a

function of the fundamental period of the dam, using the EI Centro record

as design earthquake.

The technique used to calculate the dynamic response of the dam was

the vertical shear beam approach, where the dam is considered as a

triangular wedge with linear visco-elastic response characteristics, i.e.,

the response is controlled by shearing between horizontal slices and the

shear stress along any horizontal surface is uniform. This assumption

produces shear stresses along a horizontal plane that are an average value,

the actual values being higher near the center of the dam and lower near

the slopes. The material properties of the dam--the shear modulus, dfu~ping

and density--were assumed constant throughout. Although the method does not

allow for absorption of energy due to plastic deformation, this could be
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simulated by an increase in the damping ratio of the materials.

A theoretical solution for the fully recoverable horizontal displace

ment with time was programmed and used to determine the displacement of

each element in the dam; from the displacements the shear strain and,

subsequently, the shearing force records are calculated.

The calculation of the varying seismic coefficient is simplified

by assuming that the sliding mass is a triangular wedge with a horizontal

base. The time-varying record of the average value of the seismic

coefficient acting over the height of the wedge, for the applied earthquake,

is calculated by determining the varying shear force acting on the base of

the wedge, then dividing by the mass of the wedge to give the average

horizontal acceleration which would produce the same shearing force.

Since laboratory tests are usually performed using uniform stress

cycles, the random variation with time of the seismic coefficient thus

calculated was represented by an equivalent number of constant amplitude

cycles, an equivalent maximum seismic coefficient, and a corresponding

predominant period.

It was found that the equivalent seismic coefficient increases

as potential sliding wedges at higher elevations within the dam are

considered, and decreases, for any given section of the dam, as ~~e

height of the dam increases. In the earlier pseudo-static approach, the

seismic coefficient was usually taken to be constant for all dams in a

given area, and throughout the height of any embankment. Only the

horizontal component of the ground acceleration is used in the analysis,

a restriction of the shear beam approach, but the effect of vertical

acceleration could be included by inclining the direction of the resultant

force acting on the sliding mass. This method of approach was subsequently

extended to potential sliding masses with other shapes than triangular
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wedges by Ambraseys and Sarma (1967).

The first method of analysis aimed at calculating the permanent defor

mations in dams, was proposed by Newmark (1965) and successfully applied by

Goodman and Seed (1966) to the analysis of the dynamic behavior of model

sand embankments on a shaking table.

Newmark's approach is based on the concept of a yield acceleration, in

which no movement takes place along a potential sliding surface until the

acceleration of the sliding mass exceeds some limiting value. Using a

procedure analogous to that of analyzing the movement of a sliding block

on an inclined plane, the time record of acceleration of the sliding mass,

which is calculated using a method such as the elastic shear wedge theory,

is compared with the yield acceleration. Whenever the acceleration of the

mass exceeds the yield acceleration, a process of double integration is

used to calculate the progressive down-slope displacement (Fig. 1.1).

Difficulties in applying this procedure may arise in the determination

of the yield acceleration for saturated soils. The yield acceleration is a

function of the soil strength, which in turn is a function of the effective

stress and thus dependent on the transient pore-water pressures generated

during the earthquake. At the present time, it is not possible to predict,

in general, the variation of the pore-water pressure during an earthquake.

However, Martin et. ale (1975) have developed a procedure which allows the

calculation of the pore water pressure history for the case where no initial

shear stress acts, and this method might ultimately be extended to embankment

problems. Furthermore, data from undrained cyclic load tests may be inter

preted to determine an effective yield stress for use in this type of analysis.

The concept of deformations caused by accelerations in excess of the

yield acceleration (Newmark's method) is primarily applicable to cases where
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FIG. 1.1 INTEGRATION OF ACCELEROGRAMS TO DETERMINE
DOWNSLOPE DISPLACEMENTS
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the movement of slopes occurs along well-defined failure zones. Such a

failure mechanism occurs in dense, cohesionless soils and in cohesive soils.

Experimental evidence has shown (Seed & Goodman, 1964) that in dry, dense,

uniform slopes, subjected to a fairly uniform acceleration, failure occurs

by mass sliding of a thin surface zone, making it a problem amenable to

solution by Newmark's method. Movement downslope occurs during each cycle

of acceleration where inertia forces are large enough to cause a temporary

instability. Movement stops when the force is reversed, and the overall

effect is a progressive downstream movement, causing a flattening of the

slope at the toe and settlement of the crest.

Shaking table model tests (of dry sand embankments) were conducted by

Goodman and Seed (1966) and deformation was analyzed by Newmark's approach.

The mechanism of failure observed was a slide in a thin surface layer,

similar to that reported previously. A formula, based on the strength of

the soil, was developed to calculate the yield acceleration. By allowing

for the decrease of soil strength, and hence yield acceleration, with in

creasing slope displacement, reasonable agreement was found between measured

and calculated displacements.

However, in other soils and particularly saturated cohesionless soils,

the shear stress may exceed the yield stress over a large part of the dam,

and hence extensive shear zones will exist. In such cases, an analytical

approach is required which can determine deformations over a wide zone and

integrate them to give the overall deformation of the embankment.

An alternative method for the seismic design of earth dams, which fol

lowed the concept first proposed by Newmark (1963) that the stability of an

embankment during an earthquake should be assessed on the basis of the de

formations produced, was presented by Seed (1966), and has been used to
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analyze the behavior of the Sheffield Dam in the 1925 Santa Barbara earth

quake (Seed et. al., 1969) and the Dry Canyon Dam during the 1952 Kern County

earthquake (Lee and Walters, 1973). This method incorporated the considera

tion of the history of the stresses developed throughout the embankment, and

the behavior of samples tested in the laboratory under similar stress condi

tions. The method is primarily applicable to conditions where drainage

cannot occur during the earthquake, such as in saturated fine-grained soils,

conditions usually found in the upstream slope of an earth dam.

As a preliminary step, the initial stress conditions acting along the

assumed failure surface are determined. The method of slices, using the

procedure of Lowe and Karafiath (1959), was used to determine the normal and

shear stresses at the base of each slice, using drained soil strength data.

From a Mohr circle, the corresponding principal stresses are found. In the

laboratory, specimens of soil, compacted at field water content to field

density, are consolidated under a range of confining pressures and stress

ratios which encompass the range found in the dam.

Cyclic triaxial tests are then performed on the consolidated specimens

to find the cyclic deviator stress causing failure. In the tests, only the

major principal stress is varied. This test limitation is of minor impor

tance as the confining pressure has no effect on the stress-strain rela

tionship of a saturated soil.

The data from the laboratory tests is presented as a relationship be

tween the cyclic shear stress along the failure plane causing failure and

the normal stress on the failure plane before the earthquake. Strength

curves are presented for a range of consolidation ratios.

The consolidation ratio and the normal stress on the assumed slip sur

face before the earthquake are known from the static analysis. Hence, the
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maximum cyclic shear stress that can be developed at the base of each slice

without causing excessive deformation is found from the laboratory data. By

a method of analysis similar to that used to determine the initial static

stresses, but including the maximum equivalent cyclic inertia force, as

determined by an analysis such as that of Seed and Martin (1966), and acting

in the direction to cause an increase in shear stress, trial values of a

factor of safety are tried until the force system acting on the slices is in

equilibrium. Undrained soil strength parameters are used.

The analysis is repeated for a range of potential sliding surfaces until

the surface with the minimum factor of safety is found.

For some soils no well-defined failure takes place as strain increases.

Strain, and consequently deformation of the dam, increase throughout the

earthquake. As no analytical procedure existed at the time to relate axial

strain of laboratory samples to deformations in the dam, empirical relation

ships were required. A discussion of the deformations of the Otterbrook dam,

under static loading conditions, and of the corresponding axial strains of

laboratory samples was presented (Seed, 1966). Recommendations on the rela

tionship between axial strain of laboratory specimens and maximum tolerable

field deformations are presented as an aid to the design engineer.

Subsequently this method of analysis was modified to provide a means

for evaluating the strains developed throughout the cross-section of a dam

(Seed, Lee and Idriss, 1969; Seed, Lee, Idriss and Makdisi, 1973). The

laboratory procedure is similar to that proposed by Seed (1966), but the

calculation of stresses is made by the finite element approach, using strain

dependent soil properties. As it is the basis upon which the deformations

analysis presented in this report is founded, a full description of the

method is given in the following chapter.
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Chapter 2

Static and Dynamic Analyses of Earth Dams

Introduction

The design of an earth dam to withstand safely the effects of earth

quake ground motions is an important engineering problem in seismically

active areas of the world. The ground accelerations during a moderate to

strong earthquake can cause large inertia forces throughout the dam. These

forces, which reverse in direction with each cycle of ground motion, induce

cyclic stresses, and consequently strains, throughout the embankment. The

resulting permanent deformation is evidenced by slumping and sometimes cracking

of the dam. If the strains are severe enough, or the slumping large enough,

the dam may fail due to slope instability or overtopping.

The analysis of the stresses and strains induced in the da~ by the

earthquake, and the determination of the resulting deformations, is a

complex and difficult problem. Before the development of the finite element

method (Turner et al., 1956), its subsequent application to the dynamic

response of earth dams (Clough and Chopra, 1966), and a means of interpreting

the induced stresses in the light of the results of laboratory tests on the

soil to give an overall picture of the behavior of the dam (Seed, 1966), no

satisfactory solution to the problem existed.

To render the analysis more tractable, a number of simplifying

assumptions are generally made. Foremost among these is the representation

of the dam, a three-dimensional structure, by a two-dimensional transverse
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cross-section in which a state of plane-strain exists. For the dynamic

analysis of an embankment this assumption is usually necessary for reasons of

analysis cost and computer capacity. However, as coupling between transverse

and longitudinal motions in the dam is believed to be small, the response

calculated by the plane-strain analysis will usually be sufficiently accurate

for practical purposes.

In the finite element technique, the dam, a continuous structure, is

represented by an assemblage of elements, usually either triangular or

quadrilateral, connected only at their nodes. A relationship between nodal

displacement and distribution of strain within the element is assumed, and

based on this relationship and the stress-strain characteristics of the soil

within the element, a stiffness is calculated for each element and then summed

to give an overall stiffness for the dam which relates the forces acting

within and on the dam to the nodal displacements. These forces, due to

gravity, seepage, or inertia, are distributed to act only at the element

nodes. From the nodal displacements, element strains and stresses are

easily calculated. In a dynamic analysis, the ground acceleration at

specific time intervals is used to calculate inertia forces and an analysis

is run for each time step to produce stress histories for each node.

For a comprehensive analysis of the response of an earth dam to an

earthquake, it is necessary to perform first a static stress analysis to

determine the stress distribution throughout the dam before the earthquake;

then a dynamic analysis to determine the history of the varying stresses

during the earthquake; and finally a laboratory study to determine the

behavior of the material of the dam under conditions of cyclic stress. A

knowledge of the initial static stresses is required since the behavior of

soil under dynamic stresses depends on the stresses under which the soil was
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consolidated. Cyclic stresses applied in the laboratory are uniform in

frequency and amplitude and so the stress histories for the elements of the

dam must be converted to an equivalent number of uniform stress cycles in

order to estimate behavior of the various elements of the dam from the

laboratory tests. The following sections of this chapter discuss more fully

the steps of the analysis outlined above, as first proposed by Seed et al, 1969.

Static Stress Analysis

Although it is possible to estimate the static stress distribution

in a dam by approximate means (Lee and Idriss, 1975) the ultimate value of

the complete stability analysis of the dam will depend on the accuracy with

which each step is performed. The best method to date for calculating

stresses is the finite element technique, and the most comprehensive approach

using the finite element technique is that presented by Ozawa and Duncan

(1973) and Wong and Duncan (1974) in which the method of construction of the

darn is simulated by a progressive analysis where an additional layer of

elements is added at each step. The nonlinear stress-strain properties of

soils are also included in the analysis.

The number of layers used in the analysis need not be equal to the

actual number of layers used in the construction of the darn. Approximately

eight to ten layers are sufficient for a large dam. Though this type of

analysis is necessary if an accurate measure of deformations during

construction is required, the stresses calculated are not very different

from an analysis using only one layer, i.e., a gravity turn-on analysis

(Lee and Idriss, 1975). Displacements calculated from an analysis in which

the darn is built up in layers are maximum near mid-height on the center line

and smaller near the top and base of the darn, similar to the displacement
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pattern measured in the field. The displacements calculated by a gravity

turn-on analysis are a maximum at the top or the dam and smallest at the

base (Clough and Woodward, 1966).

The method used (Ozawa and Duncan, 1973) to represent nonlinear

stress-strain curves is that proposed by Kondner (1963). The stress-strain

curve is assumed to be a hyperbola, expressed as:

€
a

a+b€
a

(2.1)

where a, b are empirical constants;

€
a

is the axial strain; and

are principal stresses.

The formulation in Equation (2.l) represents the nonlinear stress-

strain curve for the confining pressure of °
3

, In order to determine the

values of the parameters 'a' and 'b', the equation is written in the

following linear form:

€
a = a + b€

a
(2.2)

The graphical representation of both equations is sho~~ in Fig. 2.1.

It can be seen from Fig. 2.lb that the parameters 'a' and 'b' are respectively

the intercept and slope of the straight line. It can be seen from Fig. 2.1a

that the value of the asymptotic stress difference (01-03)ult is always

greater than the stress difference at failure, (01-03)f' These two values

are related as follows:

= (2.3)

where R
f

is a factor called the failure ratio. The failure ratio is a~ways

less than unity, and is a measure of how well the stress-strain curve for a
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soil approaches a true hyperbola; a value of R
f

equal to unity corresponds

exactly with a hyperbola.

As the stress-strain characteristics of a soil depend on the confining

pressure (0 3), the value of the initial tangent modulus, E., as shown in
~

Fig. 2.1a, must be related to the confining pressures. The relationship

used by Kulhawy et al. (1969) is that proposed by Janbu (1963):

E.
~

(2.4)

where K is a modulus number;

n is an exponent determining the rate of change of E. with
~

0 3 (both K and n are pure numbers) ; and

p is the atmospheric pressure in the same units as 0 3.
a

The values of K and n are found by plotting the values of E., determined
~

from a range of tests at differing confining pressure, against the confining

pressure, on a log-log scale (Fig. 2.2) and fitting a straight line to the

data.

To calculate the value of the failure ratio, R
f

, the strength at

failure is expressed as follows (Mohr-Coulomb relationship):

and

=

=

2c cos¢ + 203 sinp
1 - sin¢

(0 1- 0 3 ) f

(0 1 0 3)ult

(2.5)

(2.6)

Thus we have a method of relating stress to strain for a given value

of confining pressure, using the hyperbolic relationship discussed, by means

of the parameters K, n, Rf , c and ¢.
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It is possible to perform a nonlinear analysis by applying loads in

increments, using the relationships derived above, using an expression to

determine the tangent modulus for any point on the stress-strain curve:

= (2.7)

The above expression for E
t

follows from the previous equations. Since

E
t

is expressed only in terms of stress, and not strain, an analysis may

be performed with any arbitrary initial state of stress.

The parameters are found from appropriate laboratory triaxial tests.

For the conditions existing in the dam before the earthquake, consolidated

drained tests are used. If no tests results are available, typical values

of the nonlinear parameters are given in tabular form by Kulhawy et al. (1969).

In a finite element analysis, it is necessary to relate stress to

strain by a generalized Hooke's Law. For isotropic materials, two

independent parameters, usually Young's modulus (E) and Poisson's ratio (v)

are used. Hence a nonlinear, stress dependent value of Poisson's ratio is

required. The formulation used by Kulhawy is as follows:

where

G - F log(0 Ip
3 a

=

v
t

is the tangent Poisson's ratio, and

G,F,d are nonlinear Poisson's ratio parameters which are

found from a series of triaxial tests.

The Hooke's law relationship used in the analysis is written in

(2.8)

terms of the bulk modulus (K) and shear modulus (G), as proposed by Clough
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and Woodward (1967). This makes it possible during the analysis to more

closely model the behavior of actual soils after failure by reducing the

value of G to zero, but maintaining the value of K at its pre-failure

value. K and G are calculated from the relationships

K
E

t= 2 (l+V) (1-2V)

G

E
t= 2 (l+V)

(2.9)

(2.l0)

A program to perform this static stress analysis has been written by

Kulhawy, titled LSBUILD, and later modified by Ozawa (1973) and renamed

ISBILD.

Dynamic Stress Analysis

As a comprehensive analysis of a dam involves a knowledge of the

stresses induced in the embankment by the earthquake, a method of calculating

these stresses is required. To perform such an analysis, both the dynamic

soil properties of the dam and foundation and the acceleration history of the

bedrock during the earthquake must be known or estimated. Dynamic soil

properties are obtained from field tests, laboratory tests, or from a

knowledge of the properties of similar soils. The acceleration record for

the bedrock can be an artificially generated record or an accelerogram

recorded at a similar site. Analysis of the dynamic stresses in a dam have,

in the past, ranged from the shear beam approach in which only shear stresses

are calculated, to the finite element modal analysis approach in which the

modulus of the soil varies throughout the dam but the damping is constant,

to the current variable damping finite element method.
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The remainder of this section is divided into two parts: a

discussion of the design earthquake and a discussion of the dynamic finite

element analysis.

Design Earthquake

Although the records of earthquakes exhibit many features, for

engineering design purposes three of these may be considered to characterize

an earthquake record:

1. Maximum peak acceleration, a imax

2. Predominant period, T i andp

3. Number of significant cycles, N.

The maximum peak acceleration is related to both the Richter magnitude (M)

of the earthquake and the distance from the causative fault. The predominant

period, T , is the period of the most commonly occurring frequency in the
p

record, and is usually taken as the period of the maximum peak of the

acceleration spectrum. The predominant period is also related to magnitUde

and distance and increases with distance from the source of energy release.

The number of significant cycles, N, is the number of uniform average cycles

which is equivalent to the actual acceleration record. A study by Seed,

Idriss and Kiefer (1969) describes a procedure for selecting a design

Data on the variation of a and T with magnitude and distance,max p

and the variation of N with magnitude, are presented. Before a design earth-

quake can be selected for a particular site, a seismicity study of the

area must be made to estimate the distance to nearby faults and the maximum

magnitude earthquake that could occur on each fault. The next step is to

select rock motion records for earthquakes of similar magnitudes (in order

that the significant number of cycles is appropriately represented) and

modify the peak acceleration and predominant period. These records are
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digitized for use with computer programs, and modification of the predominant

period is simply a matter of changing the time step. After modification of

a record, an appropriate base line correction such as that proposed by Berg

and Housner (1961) should be made.

During an earthquake, the motion of the underlying bedrock is

transferred to the dam by means of seismic waves propagating upward through

the foundation and embankment. In most dynamic analyses of darns, the bedrock

below the dam is considered rigid, although the earthquake motion is due to

traveling seismic waves propagating outward from the hypocenter. In a study

of the response of earth dams to traveling seismic waves, Dibaj and

Penzien (1967) showed that if the ratio of base width of the dam, or dam

and foundation system, to the shear wave velocity in the bedrock is less

than 0.2 seconds, i.e.,

B

VS
< 0.2 seconds (2.11)

then the dynamic response of the dam to traveling waves will be similar to

the response to rigid base motions. Assuming a shear wave velocity in the

bedrock of 8000 fps, a rigid base motion analysis will be sufficiently

accurate if the darn is no more than about 300 feet high.

Finite Element Analysis

The two requirements for a dynamic analysis are the base rock motion

and the material dynamic properties. Selection of the design base rock

motion is discussed in the previous section. The dynamic soil properties

are characterized by the shear modulus and damping characteristics. By

using strain-dependent values of the modulus and damping, and analyzing the

darn in successive iterations until a strain compatible result is obtained,
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the nonlinear characteristics of the soils are incorporated into the analysis.

The variation of shear modulus and damping with shear strain for sands and

saturated clays is shown in Fig. 2.3. These curves are from a study of the

dynamic properties of soils by Seed and Idriss (1970). For soils which are a

combination of materials, some judgment is required in selecting the curve

to be used. Alternatively, a series of tests may be performed on the soil

to produce a curve which can then be incorporated into the analysis.

The modulus of cohesionless soils also varies with mean effective

confining pressure:

G = 1000 K (0 ') 1/2
2 m (2.12)

where: G is the shear modulus in psf;

K
2

is a parameter, and is a function of the soil type,

relative density and shear strain;

0' is the mean effective pressure in psf.
m

-4
At very low strains, in the order of 10 percent, the value of K

2
is a

maximum. Once the value of (K
2

) is known, the curve in Fig. 2.3a may be
max

used to calculate the value of K
2

, and hence G, for any level of strain.

Typical values of (K
2

) for various cohesionless materials have been
max

published. Alternatively, the value can be calculated from the results of

shear wave velocity tests:

v
s

(2.13)

where: v
s

is the shear wave velocity in fps;

P is the mass density (density/g);

G is the shear modulus at low strains.
max
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Once the mean effective stress at the position of the measurement of V is
s

calculated, the value of (K
2

) is easily found by the relationship in
max

equation (2.12). The value of (K
2

) can also be found in the laboratory,
max

e.g., by a resonant column test.

The shear modulus of a saturated cohesive soil varies with the

undrained shear strength (s ) and the shear strain, as shown in Fig. 2.3b.
u

The finite element analysis starts with the idealization of the cross-

section. The finite element mesh should extend in the foundation sufficiently

far upstream and downstream so that waves reflected from the boundaries are

damped out and do not influence the solution. The size of the elements in

the mesh is also important as this influences the maximum frequency which can

be transmitted (Lysmer et al., 1974). If the dynamic analysis is by the

step-by-step method, the element size also affects the stability of the

solution, since if small elements are used a small time step is also

necessary to insure stability. In general, the time step of the analysis

should be less than the minimum shear wave travel time across any element of

the mesh. It is convenient to use the same mesh for the static and dynamic

analysis since the initial stresses acting in an element are used to

determine the effect of the dynamic stresses on the behavior of the element.

However, interpolation can be used to determine the static stresses in the

elements of the dynamic mesh if a different mesh has been used in the static

stress analysis.

It is usual in a dynamic analysis of an earth darn to apply only ~~e

horizontal component of the earthquake record. Laboratory tests have shown

that volume changes, and associated pore pressure increases, caused by

vertical motions are small compared to those caused by shear deformations.

Also, the shear stresses induced in the dam by vertical motions are much

less than those due to horizontal motions.
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The maximum value of K
2

or the modulus, G, for a cohesionless soil,

or the undrained shear strength for a cohesive soil, together with soil

properties such as density, are supplied as input to the analysis. As the

seismic response analysis is an iterative procedure which produces a strain

compatible result, a first approximation of the modulus and damping is

also required.

Some areas of the dam may fail during the earthquake, thus causing the

stress in surrounding areas to increase. These areas may in turn fail,

redistributing the stress to neighboring zones. This type of progressive

failure can be simulated in the analysis by running the analysis for a

section of the earthquake, obtaining a strain-compatible result, and setting

the modulus of any failed elements to a very low value. The analysis is then

continued for following sections of the earthquake record until the analysis

is completed. An element is said to have failed if a sample tested in the

laboratory under similar consolidation stresses and cyclic stress fails,

either through liquefaction or excessive strain. The method of laboratory

testing is described in the following section.

The response of the dam found by the dynamic analysis consists of the

acceleration history at each node of the mesh, and the stress histories for

each element. To make a comparison between the behavior of laboratory samples

and elements in the dam, these stress histories are expressed as an

equivalent series of uniform stress cycles by an appropriate weighting of

the ordinates of the stress history based on the results of laboratory

cyclic test data, as proposed by Seed and described by Seed et al. (1975)

and by Lee and Chan (1972). The uniform cyclic stress history is then used

to determine the behavior of the dam.
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Two types of programs are currently available to perform the dynamic

analysis. The step-by-step direct integration procedure of Wilson and

Clough (1962), incorporating Rayleigh-type damping, is employed by the

program QUAD4 (Idriss et al., 1973). This form of damping damps out all but

the lowest frequencies (in general there is little response above approximately

4Hz), but as most of the response of earth dams is in the lower modes this is

not a serious drawback. The method also has stability problems. However,

QUAD4 in general gives good results when applied to the analysis of earth

dams, and has been used successfully on many analyses. The second method is

an analysis in the frequency domain, and is employed by the program LUSH

(Lysmer et al., 1974). This program can handle higher frequencies than

QUAD4, being limited only by the time step of the digitized input acceleration

and the element size in the finite element mesh. In practice, the full range

of frequencies for which a solution is possible is not of interest in

engineering problems, and the analysis is run only up to a selected maximum

frequency.

Cyclic Load Tests

Cyclic load tests are usually performed by the triaxial method,

although the cyclic simple shear test may simulate more accurately the field

conditions in a dam during an earthquake. In the triaxial test, failure

usually takes place along planes oriented at an angle of 45 + ¢/2 degrees

to the direction of the major principal plane, which in the finite element

analysis of a dam deformation is usually considered to be along horizontal

planes (Seed et al., 1973). The cyclic strength data from the triaxial

test can be readily manipulated so that a direct comparison can be made

between triaxial and simple shear or assumed field conditions (Peacock and

Seed, 1968).
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The data recorded during the cyclic triaxial test are the axial

strain and the pore-water pressure vs. the number of stress cycles. Samples

are consolidated under a range of consolidation ratios (K ) and tests are
c

run for a number of values of cyclic deviator stress (G
dP

) for each value

of confining pressure (G
3c

). From the curves of axial strain (E ) vs.
a

same for all elements.

uniform stress cycles.

number of stress cycles (Fig. 2.4a), curves of G
dP

vs. N are drawn for a

range of values of E (Fig. 2.4b). Curves are produced from these showing
a

the relationship between Gdp and N for a range of K
c

values, one set for

each combination of E and 03 (Fig. 2.5a). Each curve is for a specific
a c

value of K and G
3

.
c c

The result of the finite element dynamic analysis is to determine

the stress history of each element, expressed as an equivalent number of

This number of cycles, N ,is assumed to be the
eq

Using a value of N equal to N ,curves are produced
eq

showing the relationship between G
dp

and G3c for a range of K
c

values. These

curves are derived from Fig. 2.5a. Sets of curves are produced for

different values of E (Fig. 2.5b).
a

To make it possible to apply the results of the laboratory testing

to the analysis of the dam, it is necessary to know the value of the cyclic

shear stress along the failure plane of the triaxial sample. Assuming that

the failure plane is horizontal in the field, and is oriented at an angle

of 45 + ¢/2 degrees to the direction of the minor principal stress in the

laboratory, the Mohr circle construction shown in Fig. 2.6 can be used to

find this shear stress, termed L 1'. In cases of isotropic consolidationcyc 1C

(K = 1) it has been shown that the cyclic shear stress on the failure
c

plane is about 60 percent of the maximum shear stress in the triaxial test

(De Alba et al., 1975). For values of K > 1.5, L I' it has been found
c - cyc lC
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to be approximately equal to the maximum shear stress on the potential

failure plane in the test specimen.

The final step in the reduction of the laboratory data is to produce

a family of curves relating T l' to G
fc

for different levels of strain.cyc ~c

These are derived from the curves in Fig. 2.5 and the Mohr circle construction

in Fig. 2.6. The curves are shown in Fig. 2.7, and a range of curves for

varying values of a are produced, where

a =

and is the shear stress on the failure plane during consolidation;

G
fc

is the normal stress on the failure plane during consolidation.

Sets of these curves are produced for a range of values of E .
a

Analysis of Dam Behavior

The final step in the analysis of the dam is to use the curves

obtained from the laboratory tests in conjunction with the results of the

static and dynamic finite element analyses, to determine the effects of the

earthquake induced stresses on the individual elements of the embankment.

For each element of the dam, assuming the horizontal plane is the critical

plane, G
fc

and T
fc

are known. From the dynamic analysis the superimposed

cyclic shear stress in each element is known. By using the curves presented

in Fig. 2.7, interpolating where necessary, the value of E produced by the
a

appropriate combination of initial and cyclic stress conditions for each

element is determined. This value of strain is for an element unrestrained

by surrounding elements, and is termed the "strain potential." The actual

strain induced by the earthquake will depend on the effects of interaction
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between elements.

To make the calculations of strain potential more direct, the curves

of Fig. 2.7 can be replotted as T l' vs. € , with one curve for each
cyc ~c a

value of a
fc

' and one set of curves for each value of a.

It is usually convenient to examine the behavior of the dam by

considering horizontal layers of the dam separately, and calculating strain

potentials for all the elements of a layer together. A curve of the induced

shear stress in the elements of the layer is plotted (Fig. 2.8). Superimposed

on this are curves of the cyclic shear stress to cause different values of

strain (s ). The strain potential for each element on the plane is then
a

found directly from the plot.

If a progressive analysis is run, where the response of the dam is

examined after progressively longer earthquake durations, and material

properties adjusted accordingly, sets of curves similar to those of Figs. 2.4,

2.5 and 2.7 are derived for values of N less than N
eq

correspond to the number of uniform cycles associated with the shorter

duration of shaking applied at each step.

Summary

The steps involved in the earthquake analysis of a dam as proposed by

Seed and his coworkers are as follows:

1. Determine the initial stress in the embankment before the

earthquake by performing a static finite element analysis.

2. Select the design earthquake(s) and determine the characteristics

of the motions developed in the rock underlying the embankment

and its soil foundation during the earthquake.
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3. Determine the response of the embankment to the base rock

motion and compute the dynamic stresses induced in representative

elements of the embankment, using a dynamic finite element computer

program.

4. Convert the dynamic stress histories for representative elements

to a uniform stress level for a specified number of cycles, using

curves developed ·from laboratory testing as a basis.

5. Perform laboratory tests to determine the dynamic response of the

dam embankment and foundation materials (in terms of pore-water

pressures and deformations produced) under cyclic loading

conditions and various initial stress conditions.

6. Compare the computed dynamic stresses with the laboratory

determined response curves and estimate the potential strains

in representative elements of the embankment.

7. From a knowledge of the strain potentials for representative

elements in the embankment, evaluate the overall deformation

and stability of the cross-section.

Using the results of this analysis, the stability of the dam after

the earthquake can be checked (using the calculated values of strain

potential to modify the strength of elements along a potential slip surface),

and the factor of safety against sliding computed. For elements which have

liquefied, for example, zero strength may be assigned in the stability

analysis.

It is also possible to assess the overall stability of the dam by

calculating the factor of safety against some level of strain (typcially 5%)

on an element by element basis. Such a study can be very helpful to the

designer if the results show a clear trend; for example, if every element

shows a factor of safety greater than unity against 5% strain then the
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overall movements are likely to be tolerable. Alternatively, if all elements

show a factor of safety less than unity against 20% strain, then the overall

movements are likely to be excessive. For intermediate conditions judgement

is required to interpret the significance of the results.

This method was first used by Seed (1970) in a study of Perris Dam,

and has subsequently been used in numerous other studies. However, the

strain potential assessment procedure developed in 1973 seems to offer

greatly improved guidance in assessing embankment performance.

The last step in a comprehensive analysis of an earth dam is to

estimate the permanent deformations induced by the earthquake. This problem

is discussed in the following chapters, and a technique to calculate

permanent deformations is developed.
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Chapter 3

Analysis of Permanent Deformations

Introduction

The permanent deformations induced in an earth dam by the action of

an ee.rthquake are a function of both the static stress condition acting

in the dam before the earthquake and the level and duration of the shaking

due to the earthquake.

The steps taken in any analysis of the deformations must proceed

from a basis of the knowledge of these criteria. Additionally, some

technique to determine in the laboratory the effect of these initial

stresses and applied inertia forces on the material of the dam is required.

Methods of determining the initial static stresses acting on the dam

vary from an estimate based on previous experience to the most comprehen

sive technique currently available: a finite element approach which models·

the method of construction by building up the dam successively with layers

of elements, while also accounting for the nonlinear behavior of the

materials used.

A dynamic analysis which calculates the histories of the varying

stresses throughout the dam, followed by use of these stress histories

to determine the behavior in the laboratory of samples of the dam material,

form the preliminary stages of a comprehensive deformation analysis.

Analysis of these stress histories has developed from the original shear

beam approach, which assumed the material of the dam to be uniform and

that only shear forces acted, to the present comprehensive approach using

the finite element method.
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The static and dynamic stress analysis and the subsequent measurement

in the laboratory of the behavior of specimens of the dam material subjected

to these stresses, as used in the present research, are described fully in

the previous chapter.

The behavior of soil samples consolidated under the initial stress

conditions, due to gravity loading and seepage forces, and subjected to

a cyclic stress history, is recorded in the form of the axial strain of

the laboratory specimen. This strain, the major principal strain, is

referred to as the strain "potential," since a corresponding element in the

dam, unlike the laboratory sample, is restrained by surrounding material

from undergoing the same degree of deformation. The final result of the

dynamic stability analysis of the dam is the determination of the strain

potential for each element in the dam, and use of these values both to

modify the strength of elements along potential failure surfaces and to

assess the overall deformations of the embankment. A stability analysis,

using zero strength for the regions where the slip surface passes through

"failure zones," Le., areas where the strain potential exceeds the failure

strain, and appropriately reduced strength where the strain potential is

less than the failure strain, can be used to estimate the overall stability

of the embankment after the earthquake. However, as with all limit analyses,

the result indicates only whether or not total failure of the dam will

occur. In the cases where failure does not occur, this approach gives no

assessment of the deformations that may result as the soil undergoes

strain in order to develop the strength necessary to resist failure.

A method of expressing the strain potential in terms of the overall

earthquake-induced deformation of the dam is required in order to perform

a complete analysis. A knowledge of these deformations, together with
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calculated post-earthquake stress and strain distribution which is derived

from such an analysis, would help the designer of the dam to recognize

areas of potential weakness in the event of an earthquake.

Deformation Analyses

Analyses of the seismically induced deformations of an earth dam by

four different approaches are presented in this chapter. The first approach

is a rough approximation and follows directly from a knowledge of the strain

potentials of the elements. It was used by Seed et al. (1973) in the analy

sis of the Upper San Fernando Dam. The second and third methods are based

on the concept that the effect of the strain potential of an element is a

reduction in the modulus of the material, followed by settlement of the dam

to a new position of equilibrium under gravity loads. The second method is

a linear gravity turn-on analysis, as proposed by Lee (1974), while the

third method is a nonlinear version of the second, with the loads applied

in increments, thus making it possible to approximate the stress-strain

curve of the soil by a series of straight line segments.

The fourth method, which seems to offer the most rational approach,

and for which a computer program has been developed (listed in the Appendix) ,

is a true pseudo-static approach. The effect of the earthquake is repre

sented by a set of nodal point forces which are derived from the element

strain potentials. The method incorporates the nonlinear characteristics

of the soils and loading is incremental.

The results of these analyses, when applied to the Upper San Fernando

Dam to calculate the deformations due to the earthquake of February 9, 1971,

are presented in the following chapter. The four methods are briefly des

cribed in the following paragraphs.
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Fi~st Approximation

An approach for assessing embankment deformations, applied by Seed

et al. (1973), is to average the strain potentials, expressed as shear

strains, along a vertical section through the dam, and to calculate the

movement at the top of the section from the product of the average shear

strain and the height of the section. This method determines only hori-

zontal displacements, and it assumes that the maximum shear stresses act

along horizontal planes.

Modified Modulus Approach--Linear

An alternative approach involves the use of linear, static finite

element analyses, in which the effect of the earthquake on the soil pro-

perties is simulated by a reduction in the modulus, as proposed indepen-

dently by Lee (1974). The analysis is run in three stages.

In the first stage, a linear gravity turn-on analysis, which includes

gravity loads and seepage forces, is run. Initial values of the modulus,

E., are determined from static triaxial tests, or estimated from published
1

data for similar soils. The calculated deformation of each node in the

dam is recorded and stored for later use. The deformations are merely

reference deformations and are not representative of any actual pre-earth-

quake deformation.

The effect of cyclic loading on a soil is represented as a softening

of the soil, resulting in a reduced modulus. The dam will then deform

under both its own weight and the hydrostatic forces acting on the upstream

slope. Thus, the second stage of the analysis is to perform another linear

gravity turn-on analysis, using reduced values of the modulus in the elements.

The third and final step calculates the difference between the defor-

mations obtained from the second and first steps of the analysis to give
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the displacement of each node in the dam due to the softening caused by

the earthquake.

The initial values of the modulus, E., used in the first stage of
1

the analysis, are determined from triaxial tests or published data for

similar soils. To determine the final value of the modulus, E
f

, it is

assumed that the stresses developed during the earthquake return to the

initial value and that the net change in stress is zero (Fig. 3.1).

During the earthquake, the strain changes from the initial value E. to
1

the final value E
f

, an increase equal to the strain potential E
p

'

final value of the modulus is then:

The

a.
1

E. + E
1 P

(3.1)

Because the critical zones of the dam are saturated, and most of the

rest of the dam is nearly saturated, the bulk modulus of the soil in the

dam cannot change significantly. Hence, all of the softening is assumed

to be due to a reduction of the shear modulus. To incorporate this in a

finite element analysis, the stress-strain relationship is formulated in

terms of the bulk modulus and shear modulus, rather than in the usual

manner in terms of Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio. This formulation

is that originally proposed by Clough and Woodward (1967):

C =

BG

~G

a

~G

BG

o

a

a

G

(3.2)

where C is the elastic stress-strain relationship (Hooke's Law) for plane
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strain conditions, defined by

cr C €

and expressed in terms of the bulk modulus (K) and the shear modulus (G)

of the soil:

K =

G =

E
2 (l+V) (1-2V)

E
2 (l+V)

(3.3)

(3.4)

where E is the appropriate value of Young's modulus (E
i

or E
f

) and V is

Poisson's ratio, which is usually estimated. For elements below the

phreatic line, V is assumed to be 0.49; for other elements the value will

vary with the material type and can be estimated from published values.

The bulk modulus is calculated using E = E. for both first and second
~

stages of the analysis; the shear modulus is calculated using E = E. in
~

the first stage, and E = E
f

in the second stage.

During the earthquake, drainage of excess pore water pressure does

not have time to occur since the dam is effectively impermeable for the

relatively short duration of shaking. Thus, in the second stage of the

analysis, water forces may more appropriately be applied to the upstream

slope of the dam, rather than as seepage forces throughout the dam.

A similar analysis has been published independently by Lee (1974).

In this approach, a pseudo-secant modulus for each element is first cal-

culated from the results of the finite element dynamic analysis. The

modulus is defined as:

E
P

cr.
~

€
P

(3.5)
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where 0. is the initial stress in the element (i.e., before the earth
1

quake) and € is the element strain potential resulting from the earth
p

quake shaking.

A final secant modulus is then defined by:

1
E.
lp

=
1
E.

1

+
1
E

P
(3.6)

where E. is the initial (pre-earthquake) secant modulus.
1

Using the initial and final values of the secant moduli, two linear

analyses are run, the difference in displacements giving the earthquake-

induced deformations. Only the shear modulus is changed in the second

stage of the analysis, as described previously, and hydrostatic forces are

assumed to act on the upstream slope during the earthquake. The deformations

calculated by Lee are compared with those determined in the present study

in the following chapter.

Modified Modulus Approach--Nonlinear

This approach is an improvement on the preceding analysis and takes

into account the nonlinear stress-strain behavior of soils. The analysis

is run in three stages as before. The first stage consists of a finite

element analysis to determine the conditions in the dam before the earth-

quake. The stress-strain relationship for the pre-earthquake condition

is determined from the nonlinear parameters for the soil which are calcu-

lated by the method of Kulhawy et al. (1969) as explained in the previous

chapter, or some similar approach. Fig. 3.2 shows representative curves

for the stress-strain relationship in an element for the conditions before

and after the earthquake. Deviator stress is plotted against principal

strain.
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In performing a nonlinear static analysis for the post-earthquake

conditions, some additional assumptions must be made about the stress-

strain relationships for the soil. Accordingly, it is assumed that the

static shear stress in an element of the dam, represented by the static

deviator stress, applied to a representative sample in the laboratory,

will be unchanged due to the earthquake. During the earthquake, or simu-

lated earthquake loading in the laboratory, the cyclic shear or deviator

stress will pulsate about the pre-earthquake static shear stress condition.

In the laboratory test, this effect will cause an accumulative strain, E ,
P

in the sample at the end of the simulated loading. Thus, the final total

strain, E
f

, after the earthquake will be E. + E , as shown in Fig. 3.2.
1 P

It is further assumed that the shape of the post-earthquake stress-

strain curve between the origin and the final post-earthquake condition

can be represented by a hyperbola similar to that of the pre-earthquake

curve. Finally, it is assumed that the factors nand R
f

, as defined in

Chapter 2, used to define this hyperbolic curve are the same as those used

for the pre-earthquake curve and that the initial moduli before and after

the earthquake are in direct proportion to the strain in the laboratory

sample simulating the element in the dam:

(E.) ft
1 a er

(E. )
1

E.
1

E. + E
1 P

(3.7)

In this way, a nonlinear stress-strain curve for an element for the post-

earthquake condition can be fully defined.

The first step of the method consists of an incremental loading

analysis using the initial stress-strain curve for each element. The

stress-strain matrix used in the computer program is defined in terms of

G and K. The load vector for the finite element analysis is formed of
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the gravity loads and the seepage forces and is applied in a number of

steps. The stiffness properties are recalculated at each load step and

the stiffness matrix reformed, thus following the stress-strain curve by

a number of straight segments. In the second step, the analysis is

repeated using the post-earthquake soil properties. The deformations

calculated in the first two steps are subtracted in the third step to

give the deformations of the dam due to the earthquake.

In the second step of the analysis, only the shear modulus is changed,

the reasoning for this being as presented in the previous section on the

linear approach.

The results of the preceding methods of analysis applied to the Upper

San Fernando Dam are presented in the next chapter. However, since neither

of the above methods includes consideration of the deformations produced by

the inertia stresses induced by the earthquake shaking, another approach

giving consideration to this aspect of the problem was developed, as de

scribed below.

Equivalent Nodal Point Force Approach

The ultimate effect of the earthquake, assuming the dam does not fail,

is to cause each element of the dam to undergo some degree of strain; this

may be expressed by the strain potential for each element, although the

actual strain will necessarily be different from the strain potential values

in order to ensure compatibility of deformations.

It is possible to postulate an array of static forces at the nodes of

the finite element mesh which would result in the same deformations of the

elements as those produced by the computed strain potentials. Thus, the

effects of the earthquake can be represented by a series of equivalent static
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forces producing a truly pseudo-static analysis.

To estimate the equivalent static nodal point forces for an element in

the embankment, it is necessary to determine the change in stress for that

element corresponding to the computed strain potential induced by the earth-

quake loading. This can be achieved once a stress-strain relationship for

the material during the earthquake has been defined. In the present analysis

two assumptions have been made: (1) the stress-strain behavior of the

material during the earthquake may be represented by a nonlinear hyperbolic

relationship determined from consolidated-undrained laboratory tests; and

(2) the nonlinear stress-strain relationship for a particular soil during

the earthquake is dependent only on the initial effective confining pressure

existing in the embankment before the earthquake. The first assumption is

a reasonable one in most cases, especially for low permeability soils, given

the short duration of the earthquake loading during which the material can

be assumed for all practical purposes to exhibit undrained behavior. The

second assumption can reasonably be made since the approach followed in the

analysis is a total stress approach where the properties of the material

depend on the initial stress conditions before loading.

Accordingly, the increment in stress, 60
d

, corresponding to a specified

strain potential, S ,
p

for an element of soil can be determined as shown in

Fig. 3.3. The initial pre-earthquake stress condition (0
d

" s, 0) may be
~ ~-

conveniently determined by an incremental finite element procedure (as des-

cribed in Chapter 2) using nonlinear parameters obtained from drained tri-

axial test results. For the same initial stress conditions (0
3i

, 0
di

) , the

undrained stress-strain relationship used during the earthquake is also

shown in Fig. 3.3, and the corresponding strain on this curve for the same

stress, 0di, is Si-UD' It is assumed that deformations during the earthquake
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start from this point on the undrained curve. The differences between

€i-UD and €i-D are very small compared to the strain potential, €p' and

since the interest of the analysis is in the earthquake-induced deforma-

tions rather than the pre-earthquake displacements, such differences may

be neglected for practical purposes without affecting the results of the

analysis. The change in stress, 6G
d

, corresponding to the strain poten-

tial, € , can then readily be determined using the undrained stress-strain
p

relationship, as shown in Fig. 3.3.

Dynamic analyses have indicated that the response of earth dams to

horizontal base motions is, in general, predominantly a shear deformation

and that the maximum induced shear stresses occur along directions within

about ±IOo of the horizontal. It may, therefore, be assumed conserva-

tively that the maximum induced dynamic shear stress, 6T ,acts along
max

the horizontal plane and is equal to 6T . The maximum dynamic shear
xy

stress, 6T , can readily be determined since it is equal to half the
max

deviator stress increment, 6G
d

, determined above.

To estimate the equivalent nodal point forces, it is further assumed

that the distribution of shear stress over the area of an element is uni-

form and constant. Thus, the nodal point forces for an element in plane

strain can be estimated from 6T (which is equal to 6T ) by multiply-
xy max

ing it by the width and the height of the element to determine the hori-

zontal and vertical node forces, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3.4.

These nodal forces are applied in the direction of the initial horizontal

shear stress acting on the element, since a soil element under simple

shear cyclic loading conditions will show a residual deformation in the

direction of the initial shear stress.

A nonlinear finite element analysis is then run in which only these
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forces are applied, and the resulting deformations in the dam are those

due to the earthquake. The loads due to gravity and seepage forces

are not included in the analysis since the effects of these forces have

already been included in the evaluation of the strain potential. Since

the soil was consolidated before dynamic testing under the stress condi

tions existing in the embankment prior to the earthquake, these initial

stresses are due to the gravity loads and seepage forces.

A nonlinear finite element program (DEFORM) was written incorporating

the method presented above. A description and full listing of the program

is given in the Appendix. The nonlinear analysis procedure of Kulhawy et

al. (1969) is used. As a first stage, a nonlinear step-by-step loading

analysis, including seepage forces, is run to determine the initial stresses

in the dam. The pseudo-static nodal point forces representing the

earthquake are then calculated for each node based on the undrained stress

strain relationship of the material during the earthquake and the strain

potentials for the elements.

With the initial stresses as a starting point, a second analysis is

run in which only the pseudo-static nodal point forces calculated in ~~e

first stage are applied. The resulting displacements are the deformations

induced in the dam by the earthquake.

In the first stage of the analysis, soil properties for the drained

condition are used; in the second stage, undrained soil properties are

used, as these are more representative of the conditions existing in the

dam during the earthquake. The Hooke's Law relationship used throughout

the analysis is that previously described under Modified Modular Approach-

Linear. During the second stage of the analysis, only the shear modulus

of the soil is changed, the bulk modulus remaining constant, to model as
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accurately as possible the behavior of saturated soil during the earthquake.

The analysis cannot incorporate the effect of time, although the defor

mations are not necessarily immediate and may continue after the earthquake

has stopped. However, if it were possible to incorporate this time effect

and allow the changing stresses to affect the soil properties, the effect

would be for the soil modulus to decrease, causing a smaller stress change

to be required to produce the potential strain. This would result in lower

equivalent nodal point forces acting on a softer material. While it cannot

be claimed that the end result would be the same, the indication is that

the effect would tend to give similar displacements.

Due to the nature of the nonlinear stress-strain formulation, tensile

stresses cannot be handled. Soils generally used in earth dams cannot

support tension, resulting in the opening of cracks near the surface of

the dam. If, during the analysis, large tensile stresses develop in any

element, the modulus should be reduced to a very small positive value.

An alternative approach to the above, which is described below, may

be more applicable in cases where the specified strain potential values

for a considerable number of elements are of such large magnitude as to

exceed the failure strain of the material, since the use of the hyperbolic

stress-strain relationship shown in Fig. 3.3 may cause some mathematical

difficulties in the computational procedure for the permanent deformations.

For such conditions, an equivalent linear modulus approach may be used

where the equivalent modulus Ef is estimated from the nonlinear relation

ship on the basis of the strain potential, as shown in Fig. 3.5. The

deviator stress increment, ~0d' used to establish the value of E
f

will be

the same as that determined in Fig. 3.3.

The equivalent nodal point forces in this approach are determined in
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the same manner as that described in the nonlinear approach (see Fig. 3.4);

however, in this case, the second stage displacement computations are

carried out using a one-step linear analysis instead of the incremental

nonlinear approach described above.

As with any similar analysis, the results produced are limited in

usefulness by the accuracy with which the soil properties are known.

In the next chapter, the method is applied to evaluate the deformations

of the Upper San Fernando Darn during the earthquake of February 1971.
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Chapter 4

Analysis of Permanent Deformations of the
Upper San Fernando Dam

The Upper San Fernando Darn

Introduction

The Upper San Fernando Dam is a part of the Van Norman Lake Complex,

a system of darns, reservoirs, dikes, and storm and diversion structures,

which forms the terminal storage area for two aqueducts and was the main

water distribution center for the surrounding area before the earthquake

of February 9, 1971.

Construction of the Darn

Construction of the Upper San Fernando Dam was begun in 1921. Half

a million cubic yards of material were placed that year, bringing the

crest elevation to 1200 feet. It was originally planned to raise the

embankment to a final crest elevation of 1238 feet in 1922. However, the

dam was completed by the addition of a rolled fill section at the upstream

side of the dam, bringing the final crest elevation to 1218 feet. The

completed dam has a crest width of 20 feet and a lOa-foot berm on the

downstream side at elevation 1200 feet. The slopes are 2.5:1, and the

upstream face is protected by concrete paving. The maximum cross-section

height is approximately 82 feet (Fig. 4.1).

Construction details for the darn do not exist, but the general tech-

nique employed was the "semihydraulic" fill method, a variation on the

hydraulic fill construction method. In the hydraulic fill method of
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construction, material for the dam is sluiced at the borrow area and

conveyed to the site, through pipes by pumping or gravity. It is then

discharged on beaches at the upstream and downstream edges of the dam

and flows toward the center, coarser material being deposited quickly

to form the shell of the dam and finer material settling out more slowly

from the pool which forms at the center to form the "impermeable" core.

Ideally, the end result is an overall gradation from coarse material at

the face, forming a strong shell, to the finest material at the center,

forming an impermeable core. In practice, this is rarely realized, and

lenses of sand and silt sometimes penetrate the core partially negating

the effect of the impermeable barrier and making the dam more prone to

failure from piping. However, it was felt at the time by the designers

that if adequate care was taken during construction, and if the rate of

progress was controlled so that local failures did not occur on the slopes

during construction, a sound embankment could be built.

possibly due to lack of an adequate water supply, the hydraulic fill

method was not used to build the Upper San Fernando Dam, though the Lower

San Fernando Dam was built by this technique in 1912. In the semihydraulic

fill method used, borrow material was loaded by Fresno scrapers or steam

shovels at the borrow area and transported by horse-drawn carts to the dam

site. Here the material was dumped on the beaches at the upstream and

downstream toes and was spread by sluicing it with a jet of water pumped

from a barge floating on the pool between the beaches. As with the hydrau

lic fill method, the finer material was transported down into the pool to

form the core, while the coarser material stayed near the beaches to form

the shell.

The volume of material placed by this method in 1921 was 500,000 cubic
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yards. The following year the rolled fill section was added at the

upstream face. This added a further 50,000 cubic yards to the dam.

The material for the rolled fill section was brought to the dam by

horse-drawn cart, spread in thin lifts by Fresno scrapers, sprinkled

and then compacted by routing the hauling equipment over the filled

area. Total cost of the dam was approximately $280,000.

Despite the difference in construction methods for the Upper and

Lower San Fernando Dams, investigation by bore holes and trenches, made

after the earthquake of February 1971, showed no appreciable difference

in the material of the dams.

Foundation of Dam

The Upper San Fernando Dam is founded on alluvium, consisting of

alternating layers of stiff clays and clayey gravels, varying from 50

feet to 60 feet deep. The alluvium is underlain by a poorly cemented

conglomeritic sandstone and coarse-grained sandstone of the Saugus for

mation (Lower Pleistocene), which also forms the abutments.

The dam is constructed directly on the alluvium with a cut-off

trench approximately 4 feet deep and 30 feet wide, under the axis of

the dam, as the only site preparation (see Fig. 4.2).

Reservoir and Auxiliary Structures

The dam contains a reservoir of 1,850 acre-feet capacity. Origi

nally, the reservoir capacity was 1,977 acre-feet, but this was reduced

by alluvium washed down by the flood of 1938 and by later construction

of dikes along the western side of the reservoir. The spillway, at eleva

tion 1,212.5 feet, is located near the left abutment of the dam.

An outlet tower is located near the upstream toe of the midpoint of

the dam. The tower is founded at elevation 1,149 feet and rises to
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elevation 1,239 feet, approximately 90 feet high. The tower has an out

side diameter of 20 feet, with stepped internal diameters. It connects

to an 8-foot diameter cast-in-place concrete outlet conduit lined with a

62-inch inside diameter, concrete-lined steel pipe, which passes through

the embankment. A second outlet pipe, 99 inches in diameter, and passing

through the right abutment at an inlet elevation of 1,185 feet, was con

structed in 1968.

Instrumentation

Observation wells on the berm and the downstream slope were used to

locate the phreatic line. Monuments embedded in the embankment were used

to measure deformations. Seepage losses were measured at drains at the

abutments and at the downstream toe of the dam.

Earthquake of February 9, 1971

An earthquake, measuring M = 6.6 on the Richter Scale, occurred at

6:00 a.m. on February 9, 1971 in the San Gabriel Mountains north of the

City of Los Angeles. The epicenter was approximately 6 miles NE

of the San Fernando Dam complex. Fault movement ~as of the thrust

type, the north block moving up and over the south block at an angle of

about 45 degrees. The focal depth of the onset of rupture was approxi

mately 8 miles. The fault break apparently propagated upward to the

south, intersecting the ground surface in the San Fernando area. The fault

scarp formed by the earthquake reached a maximum height of about 4 feet

at its eastern end, diminishing in height toward the west. However, fea

tures resembling a fault break were traced nearly to the eastern edge of

the Lower Van Norman reservoir.
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Seismoscope records obtained on the crest and the abutment of the

lower dam were obtained during the earthquake, and the record for the

abutment has been interpreted by R. F. Scott to provide a record of the

time history of accelerations at the bedrock underlying the dam. Based

on a study of this record, and of the maximum accelerations recorded at

sites with varying epicentral distances, Seed et ale (1973) concluded

that the maximum rock acceleration at the site of the dams was in the

range of 0.55 to 0.69.

Effects of the Earthquake on the Dam

When the water level in the reservoir of the Upper San Fernando Dam

was drawn down after the earthquake, several longitudinal cracks were

observed running nearly the full length of the dam. The cracks appeared

to be multiple shear scarps resulting from the downstream movement of the

main body of the dam, the crest showing a settlement of nearly 3 feet and

a downstream movement of nearly 5 feet at the center-line of the dam

(Fig. 4.2). The downstream movement was evident from the bowing of the

parapet wall and the scarps on the upstream £ace.

A vertical longitudinal crack opened on the downstream slope of the

rolled fill section (indicated in Fig. 4.2) and a 2-foot high pressure

ridge formed at the downstream toe. Sand boils also formed below the down

stream toe.

Damage to the outlet conduit was revealed on inspection after the

earthquake. Several cracks, up to 3j4-inch, opened in the section of the

conduit in the upstream and central areas of the dam. Compression failure

occurred near the downstream toe (Fig. 4.2). However, the magnitude of

the movements at the conduit was relatively small, indicating that most of
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the movement occurred in the embankment above the conduit. A sinkhole,

extending to the surface of the dam downstream from the berm, appears to

have been formed by seepage and erosion through a crack in the conduit.

Although the transverse movement of the dam was the major movement,

relative longitudinal movement of the abutments, probably less than 2

feet, caused cracks in the spillway and in the roadway across the crest

of the dam.

variations in the water level in three piezometers during and after

the earthquake are shown in Fig. 4.3. The shear strains induced in the

embankment during the earthquake caused increases in the pore water pres

sure, which slowly dissipated after the earthquake. These increases are

evidenced by the changes in water level in the piezometers. During the

earthquake, the water overflowed from piezometers #1 and #2, so the true

increase is not known.

Judging from the field observations, movements appear to have been

general throughout the dam, and not confined to a unique slip surface.

The movements were probably due to a weakening of the soil due to the rise

in pore water pressure. The sand boils indicate that liquefaction did

take place in some areas, and part of the movements may have been due to

strength loss due to liquefaction.

Measured Displacements

A survey of the monuments embedded in the dam was made shortly after

the earthquake. Vertical and horizontal displacements were measured at

several points on the maximum section of the dam (Fig. 4.4) including:

the upstream parapet wall, the midpoint of the downstream slope of the

rolled fill section, the upstream and downstream ends of the berm, the

midpoint of the downstream slope and the downstream toe. The displacement
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of the crest was 4.9 feet downstream and 2.5 feet vertically downward.

The horizontal movements were progressively larger toward the downstream

end of the berm where the displacement was 7.2 feet. Settlement was 2.5

feet at the crest and 1.4 feet at the downstream edge of the berm, but

only 0.2 feet at the toe of the rolled fill section. Unfortunately, this

is the only measured movement of the central core section of the dam and

so the maximum amount of heaving is not known. The measured displacement

at the middle of the slope was 5.8 feet downstream with 1.7 feet vertical

settlement, and the measured displacements at the downstream toe were 3.6

feet horizontal downstream movement and 0.2 feet vertical heaving. A 2

foot high pressure ridge was reported to have developed at the downstream

toe of the dam -- though this ridge may have occurred in the hydraulic

fill blanket somewhere below the toe of the dam. No measurements were made

on the upstream slope.

Static and Dynamic Analysis of the Dam

Soil properties

The field investigation carried out as a preliminary to the stability

analysis of the Upper San Fernando Dam consisted of borings, trenches, and

seismic surveys (Seed et al., 1973). Trenching showed the hydraulic fill

to be made up of alternating layers of fairly clean sand and silty to clayey

sands, with occasional layers of clay. Layering was most pronounced at the

outer edge of the embankment where the material was generally coarser, while

at the center of the embankment layering was not evident and the material

was a fine sandy silt with some clay. Gradation curves of the material

taken from the bottom of a transverse trench cut into the downstream berm

are shown in Fig. 4.5. A cross-section through the middle of the embankment
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showing the locations of some of the borings and the materials encountered

is shown in Fig. 4.5.

static Analysis

A static finite element analysis was performed by Seed et al. (1973)

as a preliminary step in the stability analysis of the Upper San Fernando

Dam. The analysis, using nonlinear soil properties and in which construc-

tion conditions are simulated by progressively adding layers of elements

to the model, is described fully in Chapter 2 and by Kulhawy, Duncan, and

Seed (1969). This analysis, which includes seepage forces, gives the

stress conditions acting in the dam prior to the earthquake. The initial

stresses determined for each element are later used in conjunction with the

dynamic analysis and laboratory testing program to calculate the strain

potential for the element. The finite element mesh used is shown in Fig. 4.6.

The nonlinear soil properties used are shown in Table 4.1. The contours

of horizontal stress and strain (cr & E ) and shear stress and shear strain
x x

(T & Y ) are shown in Fig. 4.7 and 4.8.
xy xy

Dynamic Analysis

The dynamic finite element analysis performed on the Upper San Fernando

Dam is described by Seed et al. (1973). The earthquake accelerat10n history

used as input to the dynamic analysis was a modification of the record obtain-

ed at Pacoima Dam, with a peak acceleration of 0.6 g (Fig. 4.13). Only the

horizontal component of the Pacoima record was used in the analysis since

shear stresses caused by vertical motions are insignificant compared to those

caused by the horizontal motions. Also, the change in pore water pressure

caused by vertical motions is small compared to that caused by horizontal

motions. Since it is the weakening of the soil due to pore-water pressure
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Table 4-1

Soil Parameters used in Nonlinear Static Analysis

Upper San Fernando Dam

r Values used in Analysis,

I Soil Parameter Symbol Rolled Hydraulic Clay Foundation
Fill Fill Core Layer

Dry Unit Weight Yd (pcf) 125 100 100 107

Buoyant unit Weight yb(pcf) 78 60 60 67

Cohesion c (psf) 2600 0 0 0

Friction Angle ¢ 25° 37 37 37

Modulus Number K 300 420 420 280

Modulus Exponent n 0.76 0.52 0.52 0.80

Failure Ratio R
f

0.90 0.78 0.78 0.66

G 0.30 0.33 0.33 0.32

Poisson's Ratio Parameters F 0.10 0.12 0.12 0.10

d 3.8 10 10 9

---.J
o
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increases which permits significant deformations to occur during the

earthquake, the neglect of the vertical component of ground motion is

felt to have little effect on the results.

The method used is described fully in Chapter 2 of this report.

The mesh was the same as that used for the static analysis. In conjunc

tion with this analysis, cyclic triaxial tests were performed on all

materials of the dam, under a range of consolidation conditions and cyclic

loads. By comparing an element of the dam with a sample in the laboratory

under the same initial stress conditions and cyclic stress history, inter

polating as necessary, it is possible to determine a strain potential for

each element of the dam. The results of the dynamic analysis, expressed

as strain potential values, are shown in Figs. 4.10 and 4.11.

Analysis of Permanent Deformations

Approximate Method

The first attempt to approximate the deformations of the Upper San

Fernando Dam was made by Seed et al. (1973). The average shear strain

potential for a vertical section at the center of the dam was multiplied

by the section height to obtain a first estimate of the downstream move

ment of the crest, as shown in Fig. 4.12. The value calculated for the

horizontal downstream movement was approximately 6 feet. This method of

analysis does not permit computation of vertical movements.

Linear Modified Modulus Analysis

Permanent deformations of the Upper San Fernando Dam may also be

computed by the linear gravity turn-on analysis procedure. In this proce

dure it is assumed that the effect of the earthquake on the dam is a
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weakening of the material due to the cyclic shear strains caused by the

earthquake motions. The calculated deformations are the difference in

displacements between an analysis made with the initial modulus and one

made with modified modulus values. The initial modulus is easily found

from the initial stress conditions (E. = a./E.). The modified modulus
111

is calculated for each element using the initial stresses and strains and

the value of the strain potential for the element. For the present study,

the reservoir forces were considered to act on the upstream slope, which

was assumed to be impermeable for the duration of the earthquake. The

method is more fully described in the previous chapter. The results of

the analysis applied to the Upper San Fernando Dam are shown in Fig. 4.13(a).

with the exception of points near the crest, the horizontal movement at

any point is greater than the vertical movement. However, values are con-

siderably less than the measured displacements, by a factor of approximately

6 for the horizontal displacements and a factor of about 3 for the vertical.

Vertical settlement over the core area is less than that in the areas up-

stream and downstream, indicating that a slight amount of heaving is taking

place in the core.

The results of a similar analysis performed independently by K. L. Lee

are presented in Fig. 4.13(b). Agreement with the method described above

is good, with the exception of the central zone of the dam. This is due to

a different technique used by Lee to calculate the strain potentials, which

gave considerably-higher values in the central core zone.

Nonlinear Modified Modulus Analysis

This analysis is similar to that discussed above, with the exception

that nonlinear stress-strain properties are assumed for the soil. Water
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forces were applied to the upstream slope as before, and only the shear

modulus of the soil was considered to be affected by the cyclic shear

strains. The method is described in detail in the previous chapter. The

deformations calculated by this method are shown in Fig. 4.14. Although

horizontal deformations are in general about twice as large as those

calculated with the linear analysis approach, the overall deformed shape of

the embankment is similar. However, computed displacements are still sig

nificantly below those measured after the earthquake.

Nonlinear Analysis Using Equivalent Nodal Point Forces

In this method, a set of nodal point forces was applied to the nodes

of the finite element mesh to simulate the deforming effect of the earth

quake. [In all the finite element analyses, the same mesh was used (Fig.

4.6).J Only one deformation analysis is required in this approach, but it

is necessary to know the stress distribution throughout the dam before the

earthquake. In the nonlinear analysis used, the strength properties of

the soil are a function of the stress, and hence the first step of the

deformations analysis is a determination of the initial stress conditions

in the dam. A nonlinear incremental load analysis was used for this pur

pose; however, a study by Lee and Idriss (1975) has shown that a linear

analysis can give good results for the initial stress conditions in a dam.

The pre-earthquake stress analysis requires a knowledge of the seepage

forces acting in the dam before the earthquake; these forces are easily cal

culated from a flow net, and finite element programs exist for this purpose

(Finn, 1967). However, these analyses require the horizontal and vertical

components of permeability as input, and no permeability tests were run on

the samples obtained from the field investigation at the Upper San Fernando
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Dam. Fortunately, water level readings before the earthquake in three

piezometers along the middle of the dam are known (Fig. 4.6) and from

these an approximation to the phreatic line could be made. Equipotential

lines were drawn by dividing the head loss through the dam into equal

increments, and from these the magnitude and direction of the seepage forces

at each element node below the phreatic line were evaluated. One-quarter

the volume of the four surrounding elements is associated with each node.

The average gradient was found across this area and the seepage force

calculated. The seepage force can be assigned to act at the node in the

direction of flow, which was estimated, and then resolved into its hori

zontal and vertical components to give an estimate of the seepage forces

acting in the dam. It can be seen from Fig. 4.6 that the slope of the

phreatic line is less in the central part of the embankment, the reverse

of what would be expected if the material of the core has a lower perme

ability than the shell. This may be due to lenses or layers of silt or

coarser material traversing the core, a possibility with hydraulic fill

type of construction.

As the deformation analysis performed is nonlinear, a knowledge of

the nonlinear soil parameters is required. These parameters for the

drained condition have already been derived for the static analysis per

formed on the Upper San Fernando Dam by Seed et ale (1973). These para

meters are appropriate to the conditions in the dam before the earthquake.

For the saturated soils during the earthquake, excess pore pressure built

up by the cyclic shear strains will not have time to dissipate, and hence,

undrained conditions exist. Nonlinear soil parameters for these soils were

therefore calculated from the results of consolidated-undrained tests.

Very few such tests were run on the core material and thus considerable
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uncertainty exists for the parameters for the clayey core material. The

parameters used in this analysis are shown in Table 4.2. In the analysis,

undrained parameters were used for material below the phreatic line and

also for core material above the phreatic line, as capillary action in the

fine core material makes use of these parameters more meaningful. Drained

parameters were used elsewhere in the embankment.

A full description of the deformation analysis procedure is given in

the previous chapter. Using the nonlinear, undrained stress-strain para

meters shown in Table 4.2 and nodal point forces representative of the

computed earthqUake-induced strain potentials presented in Fig. 4.10, the

embankment deformations were computed by the incremental non-linear approach

using the program DEFORM-2 and the deformed shape together with the original

section are presented in Fig. 4.15. In this computation a zone which is

located downstream of the toe of the embankment (see Fig. 4.15) and which

was found to have liquefied during the earthquake (as evidenced by sand

boils at the ground surface) was assigned very low modulus values to simulate

the loss of shearing resistance due to liquefaction. As can be seen from

Fig. 4.15, the computed deformations are again much lower than those

observed during the earthquake (Fig. 4.15), although they are qualitatively

in reasonable agreement in terms of the direction of horizontal movement and

vertical settlement at most locations in the embankment. The computed

deformations were of the order of 1/4 to 1/5 of those measured after the

earthquake. The results of a similar analysis using the procedure illus

trated schematically in Fig. 3.5 and embodied in the program DEFORM-l are

shown in Fig. 4.16. Again the computed movements are considerably less

than those observed.

However, it was noted in these analyses that significant tension zones



'I'able 4-2

Soil Parameters Used in Nonlinear Deformation Analysis (Equivalent Force Method)

Values Used in Deformation Analysis

Soil Parameter Symbol Rolled fill Hydraulic fill Clay core
Foundation

above WT below WT above WT below WT above WT below WT Layer

Unit Weight (pcf) y 125 72 120 62 104 48 67

Cohesion (psf) c 2600 1300 0 550 1000 1000 710

Friction Angle 0 25 20 37 24 0 0 32

Modulus Number K 300 100 420 100 102 70 80

Modulus Exponent n 0.76 0.76 0.52 0.66 1. 76 1.16 116

Failure Ratio R
f

0.90 0.90 0.78 0.76 0.87 0.88 0.7

G 0.30 0.49 0.33 0.49 0.40 0.49 0.49

Poisson's Ratio
0.10 0 0.12 0 0 0 0

Parameters
F

d 3.80 0 10.0 0 0 0 0
I

~.

Notes: (1) buoyant weight used for soils below the water table

(2) data from consolidated-undrained tests (CU) used to determine parameters for
soils below the water table (soil assumed impermeable during the earthquake)

ro
,J::.
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developed in the dam, requiring the use of some computational modifications

to simulate the cracking which would develop under these conditions. In

fact, in making such analyses a special problem arises with elements near

the center-line of the embankment where the initial shear stresses are zero.

On either side of this zone, nodal point forces are applied, acting in the

direction of the initial horizontal static shear stresses. Thus, elements

upstream of the center-line are subjected to nodal point forces acting up

stream, while elements downstream of the center-line are subjected to nodal

point forces acting downstream. As a result, the central section of the

core tends to hold the two sides together and is placed in a condition of

tension. This is a fictitious condition since the soil would tend to fail

in tension rather than hold the two sides of the embankment together. It

may be noted that there was physical evidence of tension cracks in this

zone following the earthquake.

As it is difficult in the present finite element analyses to correctly

simulate the formation of tension cracks without the use of special joint

elements, it was assumed that the above mechanism could be simulated approxi

mately by a softening of the column of elements located in the central

portion of the embankment where the tension cracks are expected to form.

Accordingly, the computations were repeated with very low modulus values

assigned to a column of elements located near the center-line of the embank

ment as shown in Fig. 4.17. The results for both the nonlinear and the

equivalent linear modulus procedures are presented in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18.

Again the displacements computed using the equivalent linear modulus pro

cedure were about 30 to 40 percent higher than those using the non-linear

procedure. However, the computed deformations in both procedures were found

to be about twice to three times the values estimated earlier for the case

where no simulation of the formation of tension cracks was attempted. A
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comparison with the observed deformations in Fig. 4.4 shows that the computed

results for the equivalent linear modulus procedure (Fig. 4.18) ranged from

about 60 to 70 percent of the observed values near the crest and central

portions of the embankment to about 30 percent at the downstream edge of

the berm and the toe of the embankment. Considering the relative horizontal

movement between the two points at the crest located on either side of the

centerline of the embankment, Fig. 4.18 shows a total relative displacement

of about 5 feet. This is analogous to the formation of an open longitudinal

tension crack along the crest of the dam. Any tendency for a crack of such

dimension to form would undoubtedly allow wedges on the upstream portion to

slip into a configuration similar to that shown schematically in Fig. 4.19

providing a distorted section very similar to that observed during the

earthquake.

In fact, from an examination of the multiple shear scarps on the up

stream slope of the embankment after the earthquake (Fig. 4.2), it seems

reasonable to believe that such a deformation pattern may have resulted from

a failure mechanism similar to that proposed above. Thus, due to the inertia

forces induced by the earthquake, longitudinal tension cracks might be

expected to tend to open up along the crest of the embankment due to the

tendency of the main body of the dam to move downstream; these cracks may

extend to various depths depending on the magnitude of the inertia forces.

As a result of this condition several wedges of the upstream portion of the

embankment would then tend to slip in the downstream direction to fill up

the resulting gaps. Such a mechanism, shown schematically in Fig. 4.19

would explain the formation of the observed shear scarps on the upstream

face of the embankment after the earthquake.

Although the analytical approach described above is based on a number
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of simplifying assumptions and approximations and the exercise of some

degree of judgment, considering the uncertainties in the material properties

used in the analysis, it appears to provide a reasonable assessments of the

deformations of the Upper San Fernando Dam during the earthquake and a basis

for evaluating deformations in other dams where major movements are likely

to occur. When movements are relatively small, the use of the program

DEFORM, in either of the two formulations presented, would seem to provide

a reasonable basis for assessing the overall deformed shape of an earth dam

due to earthquake shaking.
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Chapter 5

Summary and Conclusions

Summaq

The deformations induced in the Upper San Fernando Dam by the earth

quake of February 9, 1971, were studied by four different methods and the

results compared with the deformations measured shortly after the earthquake.

The first method was a direct use of the strain potentials to obtain

an approximation of the downstream movement of the crest, and was first

used by Seed et al. (1973). Horizontal movements only can be calculated.

The second and third methods were linear and nonlinear analyses

respectively, and used a reduced value of the modulus for the soil in con

junction with gravity loading to simulate the earthquake effects. Deforma

tions calculated by the linear method (Lee, 1974) were too low; those cal

culated by the nonlinear method were higher, but still well below the

measured values.

The fourth method, a pseudo-static approach using nonlinear soil

properties, gave results in reasonable agreement with the measured

deformations, where the upstream and downstream parts of the embankment

were allowed to move relative to each other through the introduction of a

softened core. This method is basically a pseudo-static technique in which

the potential shear strains induced in elements of the dam are used with the

nonlinear stress-strain properties to determine the corresponding shear

stress changes. Forces are calculated which, if acting at the element nodes,

would produce the same changes in shear stress. These forces are then
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applied to the nodes of the mesh and the resulting deformations are

calculated.

A number of assumptions were made in formulating the method. To

calculate the stress change due to the induced strain it was necessary to

assume that the confining pressure remains constant during the earthquake

and that equivalent nodal point forces act in the direction of the pre

earthquake horizontal shear stresses. The horizontal plane is considered

the most critical in the dam, and the shear stresses acting on this plane

are considered to have the major effect on the behavior of the dam during the

earthquake. These shear stresses are assumed to be the maximum shear

stresses.

The applied nodal point forces represent all the forces acting on the

dam during the earthquake, as the strain potential calculated in the dynamic

analysis is a function of all the forces. Gravity and seepage forces are

included in the stresses under which laboratory samples are consolidated.

The inertia forces during the earthquake are represented by the ·cyclic

stress applied to the sample.

In the nonlinear stress-strain formulation used in the analysis, the

modulus of the soil is a function of the confining pressure. If tensile

stresses occur, the modulus of the soil is reduced to a very low value in

the analysis, and the surrounding elements are forced to assumed the extra

load. Soils in general cannot take tension, requiring the use of special

elements or a softened zone near the axis of the embankment to allow for this

effect.

It should be noted that during the analysis of the Upper San Fernando

Dam using the softened soil concept and gravity load procedure, large

vertical settlements were calculated in the soft clay core under the down-
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stream toe of the rolled fill section. The resulting deformation created

tension in the rolled fill causing instability in the analysis. It appears

to be a limitation of such analyses that adjacent zones of very different

strength cannot be handled. In the analysis of the Upper San Fernando Dam

the modulus number of the rolled fill had to be reduced to overcome this

problem. As the major deformation occurred in the hydraulic fill, the

softening of the rolled fill would not appreciably affect the calculated

displacements of the dam.

In embankments of the type studied the potential strains may be very

large. The theory of the finite element method used is based on small

strains, and hence some error is introduced into the analysis due to this

cause. Nevertheless the method appears to provide a reasonable basis

for assessing the deformed shape of an embankment dam due to earthquake

shaking with a sufficient degree of accuracy for most practical purposes.
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APPENDIX

computer Program "DEFORM"

DEFORM is a finite element program used to calculate the permanent

deformations induced in an earth dam by an earthquake. The method of

analysis is presented in Chapter 3 of this report; the organization of

the program, subroutine by subroutine, is described in this Appendix.

Instructions for preparing input for the program are also presented,

followed by a listing of the program.

The analysis is run in two stages: in the first, the stresses in

the dam before L~e earthquake are calculated, using a nonlinear step-by

step loading technique. The forces acting on the dam, including gravity

and seepage forces, are applied gradually in a preselected number of

steps, enabling the nonlinear stress-strain curve of the soil to be

approximated by a number of straight segments. The stresses calculated

in such an analysis are essentially the same as those determined by the

more sophisticated technique where the dam is built up in layers to simu

late the actual construction conditions (Kulhawy et al., 1969). The

displacements calculated by the first stage of the analysis are not used.

The stress-strain curve for each element is a function of the con

fining pressure and, therefore, changes with each load step. When the

stresses at the end of a load increment are determined, the tangent

modulus can be calculated and, consequently, the new stiffness matrix

can be formed. The stresses at the end of the next load increment are

then calculated, but a process of iteration is required to ensure that

the curved stress-strain relationship is followed. Two iterations per

loadstep were found to give sufficient accuracy and are used in this
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analysis. Thus, the tangent modulus calculated from the previous load

step is used in the first iteration to obtain an intermediate value of

the stress increase. A mean value of stress is calculated, a new tan

gent modulus formed, and the second iteration gives the final stress

conditions at the end of the load step.

After the second iteration of the final load step, the final values

of modulus and Poisson's ratio are calculated. The stresses will be the

stresses acting throughout the dam before the earthquake. By assuming

that the confining pressure acting on each element does not change due

to the earthquake, and thus the strength curve is constant, the strain

potential for an element can be used with the stress-strain curve to

find the corresponding change in stress. From the change in element

shear stress, a set of equivalent horizontal and vertical nodal point

forces are calculated.

The second stage of the analysis is to apply the equivalent forces

to the dam. The stresses and strains calculated in the first stage are

the starting point for the second stage, but the displacement vector is

first initialized to zero. Thus, the displacements calculated are those

due to the earthquake, and the stresses and strains at the end of the

stage are the conditions in the dam after the earthquake.

Two options are available to compute the displacements due to the

application of the equivalent nodal point forces. The first option

(referred to as DEFORM-l in Chapter 4) is to use an equivalent linear

modulus estimated from the specified strain potential. The second

(referred to as DEFORM-2 in Chapter 4) is to use an incremental nonlinear

approach where the load is applied in steps similar to that described

for the first stage calculations. Both approaches have been described

in detail earlier (Chapter 3).
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Material properties used in the first stage will generally be deter

mined from consolidated drained tests. Saturated zones of the embankment

may be considered impermeable during the earthquake, and hence material

properties derived from consolidated-undrained tests are more appropriate

for the second stage of the analysis.

The program DEFORM prints the input data, the stresses, strains,

moduli, etc. at the end of each load step, and the equivalent nodal

point forces at the end of the first stage. At the end of each load step

of the second stage, the displacements, both incremental and cumulative,

are also printed.

DEFORM uses a dynamic storage technique where all variable arrays

are stored in blank common. This technique uses core storage space most

economically. After reading the input data, calculating the band width

and allocating storage in blank common, the program transfers control to

the subroutine EXEC. From EXEC, subroutines are called which form the load

vector for the current load step and also the structure stiffness matrix,

taking into account the nonlinear behavior of the soil. Boundary condi

tions are applied and an equation solver, USOL, is used to calculate .the

displacements. From these, the strains and stresses are calculated by

STRESS and the process is repeated for the second iteration. This proce

dure is repeated for each load step. After the last load step of the

first stage, the equivalent nodal point forces are calculated and substi

tuted for the gravity and seepage forces in the load vector, and ~e

analysis is repeated, resulting in the calculation of the deformations

due to the earthquake.

Because in a nonlinear analysis as described in this report the

modulus of the soil is a function of the stresses, it is necessary to



make an estimate of the stresses corresponding to the initial load step

in order to start the analysis. The process of iteration that takes

place ensures that the stresses estimated have been corrected by the end

of the first load step. The initial estimate of the first load step

stresses is made by the subroutine APPROX.
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Each Loadstep

BCONO
10

Each Element

ELMAT
9

BLOCK
5

MATRIX
6

USOL
11

FilSttStage, lFixst
APPROX

8

Loadstep

STRESS
12

EQUIV
13

ORGANIZATION OF PROGRAM DEFORM



(1) DEFORM
(main program)

(2) INPT
(subroutine)

(3) BAND
(subroutine)

(4) EXEC
(subroutine)
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Organization of Program DEFORM

(a) Reads initial data required to set dynamic
storage r

I

(b) Dynamically assigns core storage to arrays

(c) Calls INPT - input data reader

(d) Calls BAND - band width calculator

(e) Calculates block size and number of blocks

(f) Calls EXEC - the control subroutine

Reads:

(a) Material properties

(b) Nodal point data

(c) Element data

(d) Coordinates of boundary nodes (used by APPROX)

(e) Strain potentials of elements

Calculates band width of stiffness matrix

Control subroutine

(a) Initializes stress, strain, displacement, and
load vectors

(b) Calls BLOCK

(c) Calls USOL to solve simultaneous equations
formed by BLOCK

(0) Reads displacements (calculated by USOL) from
tape; prints displacement at each iteration
punches displacements at end of analysis

(e) Calls STRESS

(f) Repeats steps "b" through "e" for each load
step



(5) BLOCK

(6) MATRIX
(subroutine)

(7) NONLIN
(subroutine)

(8) APPROX
(subroutine)

(9) ELMAT
(subroutine)

(10) BCOND
(subroutine)
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Forms the structure stiffness matrix in blocks and
stores the blocks sequentially on tape. Forms the
load vector in blocks and stores it on tape with
the stiffness matrix:

(a) Calls MATRIX for each element

(b) Adds element stiffness matrices to form struc
ture stiffness matrix

(c) Forms structure load vector from gravity loads
and seepage forces (first stage) and from equi
valent nodal point forces (second stage)

(d) Calls BCOND to apply boundary conditions

(a) Calls NONLIN

(b) Forms Hooke's law relationship for elements

(c) Calls EIMAT

(d) Calculates gravity load vector for elements
(first stage only)

Uses the nonlinear material parameters and the
stress in each element (estimated initially by the
subroutine APPROX; determined by the subroutine
STRESS for subsequent load steps) to determine the
current value of the tangent and Poisson's ratio;
from these the bulk modulus and shear modulus are
calculated for use by subroutine MATRIX

Estimates the initial stress in each element for
the first iteration of the first load step (first
stage only). The vertical stress is assumed equal
to the weight of soil above the center of the
element; the horizontal stress is calculated from
the stress and the Poisson's ratio

Forms the isoparametric stiffness matrix for each
element using 3x3 Gaussian quadrature; writes the
strain-displacement relationship for elements on
tape.

Called by BLOCK when the structure stiffness matrix
has been formed to apply boundary conditions. If a
nodal point is fixed in either direction, the equa
tion corresponding to this degree-of-freedom is



(11) USOL
(subroutine)

(12) STRESS
(subroutine)

(13) EQUIV
(subroutine)
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zeroed out and the diagonal term is set to unity.
The corresponding value in the solution vector is
set to zero, or the fixed displacement if the boun
dary condition is a specified displacement.

Solves the simultaneous equations block by block
and stores the calculated displacements on tape.
The technique used is an efficient Gaussian elimi
nation algorithm, with no operations on zero terms
in the stiffness matrix. The subroutine was coded
by E. Wilson, U.C., Berkeley. Called by EXEC.

(a) Reads strain-displacement relationship for
each element from tape (written by ELMAT)
and calculates the strain.

(b) Calculates the stresses; on the first itera
tion, the stresses calculated are used to
determine the mean stress increase in the
element; this is used to determine an inter
mediate value of the modulus. This modulus
is used in the second iteration to arrive at
a final value of stress increase for the load
step. The stress increase is then added to
the cumulative stress.

(c) Calls NONLIN at the second iteration of the
last load step to calculate the final values
of modulus and Poisson's ratio.

(d) Calls EQUIV on the second iteration for the
last load step (first stage only).

(e) Transfers equivalent nodal point forces to
the load vector at the end of the first stage.

Calculates the equivalent nodal point forces due
to the change in element shear stress corresponding
to the shear strain for the element.
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List of Variables and Arrays Used in DEFORM

A array containing the current two blocks of the stiffness matrix.
[The stiffness matrix is formed in square blocks - the number of
equations equals the band width - and stored with the load vector
on TAPE2.1 Only two adjacent blocks are held in core storage at
any given time for processing by the equation solver, USOL.

A
I

,A
2

,A
3

working arrays used by equation solver, USOL.

B array containing current blocks of load vector (see under A above).

BINT working array containing intermediate values of load vector

BMOD array containing the bulk moduli of elements

C matrix contains Hooke's law relationship

CM array containing value of soil cohesion for each material

CODE array containing fixity code for nodes -

I fixed in X-direction

2 fixed in Y-direction

3 fixed in X & Y-direction

COEF

DISP

DM

DPHI

ENF

EP

ETAN

EXP

FM

GAM

GAMW

GM

array - nonlinear modulus parameter K

matrix containing nodal displacements

array - nonlinear Poisson's ratio parameter d

array - change in ¢ over 1 log cycle of pressure (6¢)

matrix - equivalent nodal point forces

array - strain potentials of elements

array - tangential Young's modulus of elements

array - nonlinear modulus exponent n

array - nonlinear Poisson's ratio parameter F

array - density of soil for each material

variable - density of water in units of analysis

array - nonlinear Poisson's ratio parameter G



ITER

IX

MAT

MTYPE

NANA

NDP

NEL

NLC

NLD

NSTEP

NUMBLK

P

PATM

PHI

Q

RF

S

SIGMA

SIGIT

SIGn

SL

SMOD

ST
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current iteration number - 2 iterations are made at each load
step to determine the value of the tangent modulus

matrix - contains the 4 nodal points associated with each element
and the material type of the element

variable - number of different materials

material number of element under consideration

variable - defines one of the two options in Stage 2 analysis

variable - number of nodal points in mesh

variable - number of elements in mesh

variable - number of nodes along upper boundary of mesh required
to define the geometry of the dam and foundation

variable - number of load steps to be taken in analysis

variable - current value of load step

variable - number of blocks into which the stiffness matrix and
load vector are divided (computed by program)

array - element gravity loads

variable - standard atmospheric pressure in units of analysis

array - friction angle of each material (¢)

array in blank common which holds all the variably dimensioned
arrays used in the program

array - nonlinear parameter - failure ratio R
f

matrix - element stiffness matrix

matrix - element stresses (o ,0,T )
x Y xy

matrix - intermediate element stresses used in iterating

array - minor principal stress for each element before earthquake.
These values are used to compute modulus and Poisson's ratio for
each element in Stage 2 analysis.

array - stress level (ratio of element deviator stress to deviator
stress at failure - SL = 1 at failure)

array - shear moduli of elements

matrix - element strain-displacement relationship



STAGE

STRN
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variable - contains current stage of analysis

(STAGE=l, analysis to compute initial stresses before earthquake;
STAGE=2, analysis to compute permanent deformations due to
strain potential)

matrix - element strains (s ,s,y )x y xy

TNU array - tangent Poisson's ratio for elements

VOL variable - volume (area) of element

X array - horizontal nodal coordinates

XL array - horizontal nodal coordinates of boundary nodes

XLD array - horizontal nodal forces (seepage forces in Stage 1,
equivalent nodal point forces in Stage 2)

Y array - vertical nodal coordinates

YL array - vertical nodal coordinates of boundary nodes

YLD array - vertical nodal forces (as in XLD above)



TAPE1

TAPE2

TAPE 3

TAPE4

TAPES

TAPE6

TAPE?

TAPE8

TAPE9

TAPEIO

Files Used By DEFORM

scratch tape (file) used by USOL

stores equations in block form (stiffness matrix and load
vector). Written by BLOCK, read by USOL.

displacements written on TAPE3 by USOL, read by EXEC.

stores strain-displacement relationship (array ST) for each
element. Stored by ELMAT, read by STRESS.

standard card input file

standard printer file

standard card punch file

scratch tape (file) used by USOL

scratch tape (file) used by USOL

physical tape (file) to store element stresses before earth
quake used by STRESS, and read by INPT.
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Input Data for DEFORM

(1) Control Cards

(a) Title Card (8AIO)

Columns 1-80 Job Identification (any characters)

(b) Finite Element Mesh and Analysis Control Parameters (815)

Columns 1-5

Columns 6-10

Columns 11-15

Columns 16-20

. Columns 21-25

Columns 26-30

Columns 31-35

Columns 36-40

NDP - No. of nodes in mesh

NEL - No. of elements

MAT - No. of different materials in dam

NLD - No. of steps in which loads are
applied (can be 1 through 5) for
both stages 1 and 2 analyses

NLC - No. of nodes which are necessary to
define the geometry of the upper
boundary of the mesh (used to calcu
late the weight of soil above each
element in order to estimate stresses
for the first load step)

KPNCH - Key for punching element stresses at
end of Stage 1 analysis and nodal
displacements at end of Stage 2
analysis onto cards if KPNCH = 1

KSTART - Key for restarting Stage 2 analysis
after initial stresses before earth
quake has been computed (KSTART tf 0)
and no Stage 1 analysis is made in
current computer run.

If KSTART = 0, initial stresses are
to be computed from Stage 1 analysis;

If KSTART = 1, initial stresses are
to be read from cards;

If KSTART = 2, initial stresses are
to be read from TAPEIO.

NANA - Option to conduct Stage 2 analysis as
a one-step linear analysis (NANA = 1)
or an incremental nonlinear analysis
(NANA = 2).



no

43 54

For example:

5 61 80

(c) Constants (2FlO.0)

Columns 1-10

Columns 11-20

(2) Material Property Cards

Card 1 (IlO,6FlO.0)

NLC = 6

PATM - Standard atmospheric pressure (in
units of analysis).

GAMW - Density of water (in units of analysis) .

Columns 1-10 N material number

Columns 11-20

Columns 21-30

Columns 31-40

Columns 41-50

Columns 51-60

Columns 61-70

Card 2 (4FIO.O)

Columns 1-10

Columns 11-20

Columns 21-30

Col t.l.T'£U1 s 31-40

GAM(N) density of material y

COEF(N) - modulus coefficient K

EXP(N) modulus exponent n

DM(N) Poisson's ratio parameter d

GM(N) Poisson's ratio parameter G

FM(N) Poisson's ratio parameter F

D~(N) cohesion c

PHI(N) friction angle ¢

DPHI(N) - change in ¢ per log cycle of
pressure

RF(N) failure ratio R
f

Note: Above sequence of two cards per material in the dam repeated
for each different material, specifying pre-earthquake properties.
Sequence is then repeated specifying the properties during the earth
quake.
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(3) Nodal Point Cards (2I5,4F10.0)

Columns 1-5 N nodal point number

Columns 6-10 CODE (N) - fixity code for node (see below)

Columns 11-20 X(N) x coordinate of node

Columns 21-30 H(N) Y coordinate of node

Columns 31-40 XLD(N) horizontal component of nodal force

Columns 41-50 YLD(N) vertical component of nodal force

Note 1:

CODE(N) = 0 Node free in x-direction, Node free in y-direction.

CODE (N) = 1 Node fixed in x-direction, Node free in y-direction.

CODE(N) = 2 Node free in x-direction, Node fixed in y-direction.

CODE (N) 3 Node fixed in x-direction, Node fixed in y-direction.

Note 2: If nodal point cards are missing, coordinates of missing nodes
will be calculated by linear interpolation; CODE will be set to O.

Note 3: Coordinates are positive to the right and upward.

Note 4: Applied forces are seepage forces or any other forces applied to
the darn.

(4) Element Cards (6I5 )

Columns 1-5 M element number

Columns 6-10 IX(M,l) - lower left node number

Columns 11-15 IX (M, 2) - lower right node number

Columns 16-20 IX(M,3) - upper right node number

Columns 21-25 IX(M,4) - upper left node number

Columns 26-30 IX(M,5) - element material number

Note 1: For triangular elements, third node number is repeated.

Note 2: If elements are missing, nodal numbers will be generated for
the missing elements by incrementing the nodal point numbers
of the previous element by unity (NB - this interpolation can
be used only if nodes are numbered in the same direction as
the elements in a system which may be inconsistent with num
bering for minimum band width) and the material number is set
equal to that of the previous element.
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Note 3: The sequence of numbering element nodes MUST be as listed
above, otherwise the nodal forces calculated to simulate the
earthquake will be applied incorrectly.

(5) Upper Boundary Nodal Point Cards (2FIO.0)

Columns 1-10

Columns 11-20

x - coordinate of node

y - coordinate of node

One card per boundary node (i.e., NLC cards). Nodes in sequence from
left to right (i.e., nodes 5, 25, 43, 54, 61, and 80) as shown in the
example under the control cards input.

(6) Element Strain Potential Cards (I5,FIO.0)

Columns 1-5

Columns 6-15

N

EP (N)

element number

element strain potential

One card per element; only elements with a non-zero strain potential
need be supplied. However, a card MUST be supplied for the last
element even if the strain potential is zero. Strain will be assumed
zero for missing elements.

(7) Initial Stress Cards (I5,lX,2F7.1,6EIO.3) Skip if KSTART = o on Card (lb)

Columns 1-5 N element number

Columns 7-13 XC

Columns 14-20 YC

Columns 21-30 SIGMA(l,N) - element normal stress (0x)

Columns 31-40 SIGMA(2,N) - element normal stress (0 )
y

Columns 41-50 SIGMA(3,N) - element shear stress (T )
xy

Columns 51-60 STRN (1 ,N) element strain (E: )
x

Columns 61-70 STRN(2,N) element strain (E: )
Y

Columns 71-80 STRN(3,N) element shear strain (y )
xy

END OF INPUT DATA
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D ~ J GR~ ..' t) ~ f= '; ~ '~ (I .'~ :l UT • C:) T0 J T , T f\ ~ :: 5 =r t' OJ T , TAD I:' 6 :: 'J T0 'J T • T .';, D ':::, ,T ~ P ': 2 ,
1 T .A :: :: ~ , TAP ~ 4 , T ~ 0 :: I::S , T ~, 0 E I.,l , T t; D t 1 :) , ~!J "I <. H, r~Y t (= D' I~K '-{ )

co .'c' '< 0 '1 / '= 0 \! 5 T 1 / 1\: L D , \j :) L , "I TYD :: , "I ~ TED , D ~ I '.~ , Gt '/ .....' , \1 ~.~ 1\; , I 1'·1 E ( '3 1
CJ -.'1'1 0 N/ CJ oJ S T2 / rT:: ~ , '.j::' Al'~ D, ;'\j U'13 L;( , I I r LE ( 3 ) , ~ fA G:: , XL \ 5; j ) , YL ( 5 ') ) , NLC
Cov~O~/CC"lST3/<DNCH,<STA?1 ,~O~A

c
i ~ :: ;) I .~ :: !\' 5 I :J \1 0 F .~ ? ~A Y :;0 i"l ') TI-: 0:: CC' ~: 5T Do '-iT
~, (C ~ ~ :: I ~~ ~ T') 1i :1 E ; ~ ~ v'J L ~ =EL ')' ','

"r~,'.:,
;'.; .... '0· S~T

C
r....

c
r....

C

(

C
r

= ,
+ '1 ... ! \~ ~ S
+ 13 TIvES
+ 2' T I \1:: S
+ 2 T P'iES
+ 3 T1'..4::5

r!"W \.' C'! I) ( 1 ?i ::.: )
t·~ C.J"} =12 .: .J '.~

r\l!Y·~:: I:' R J =
3M\);1 I DT-i
::A N') '.'! I ::: T~

c: L ~ \,f:: \j T ~ (:'-";:: L )
'!; -:; t, L D:: I 'H S (\' S D )

SQJAR::~ (~3AN~**21

('~8A'··ID )

(\j ,". T )

~EA)(~,lJ22) TITL::
wprT::(6,?:~~) TITL~

q :. ~ ') ( ::; , 1 'J -; I 1 !\~ ,":. D , '·1 ~ L , ..J .... T , 'j L') , ,~ L·: , <D ~.I ... .., , '( '3 T ~ ? T • '1,\ '" t.
\4 ~ I T~ ( 6 " 2= ,,:. 1) i\l') 0 , "I EL , ~/~.:' T , ,~ L1) , I( D "I CI.: , <: S T~ ~ T , 'I .~. ~, !.

~E;')(~'1::2) PAT~, G~M~

'.: ':( TT:: (~ , ~-:: C' ,) 0 f. 1'1, r- f. .,",;

C
L) 1 = ?
LJ ? = L; 1 + ~,r:::L *~

L
...
~ : L~

, + "1='_ t...

I
...

!~ L-:: '2 + ~l=L ,~ '2... =
L

- '3 L .. t... + ~:EL .~-?.. =
L ''\6 = L,: ~ + \\)1'

L :)7 = L it.. + NSP~ .~

L
~

3 L , 7 + "1C) P.. = ~

L -<:: L '. q + ~'') ~=
L 1. L

A. ., + ~I"'" :l= . ,

L ~ 1 = L , - + ~' :; :J )~- ?

L
,
~ = L 1 1 + IV~. T .- ..,

I , "::: = I , ., + .. ~ .,.
~~- .,...

I ,
4 = L , ., .:. .' , T-V., ':'

'- ~ t

L 1 ... = l
,

L + '} t.. T*.,-
L.

,
':: = l ,

~ " : T'~'
..,

i .,
L :7 = L ~ 6 + './ .~ T* ?

L 1 q = L , .., ... " ~ T~. .,
L

, Q = LJ ::; + "
, T ~'.;~ .,

" i-
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c

c

L?J
L 21
L22

(~LL

1
2

= L1"'l + 'A.6.T *?
= L2J + '.1 AT*2
= L21 + NEL

!~PT(Q(L211 ,:(L;5)'d(L~5) ,C(L~7),:(L;~)'J(LOq)';(Lll1,J(Ll?),

Q(L131 ,G{Ll4-) ,J(LlS) ,.::;( L1oS1 ,.)(Ll'7) ,'J(l121 ,J(llol ,G<L20),
Q ( l2 1 ) , G( Lj 3 ) , J ( L 2 2 ) ,~I co L , \ ') P , "1·~ T )

(
. ',1? = q 3 ~ ~J) >:.;?

\::2 = ~.::) p *?
\; J = \~ :: .~~ ~1 ~ / ?
M~Q = "0~(~')o,~O)

r~(Mn~.~,.n) ~n T~ In
~!8L< = (\DD/'13 1 + 1

r;~ TO ":"
1 -; ~J S L< = III J" / \' -::;
.,.., "O~H 1'1:)':

dRrTE(5,2C:Sl NBLK

l2? = l?? + ~r::l*"2

L24 = l23
L2S = L?4 + NSB
L26 = L25 + NS3
L27 = L26 + \1B ANC)
L23 = L27 + N:>P*?
L?O =. L?q + NDD*.,
L'1) = L?O + "np*.,
L?l = L~ .::, + NEL
L32 = L"31 + NEL
L'J'1 = L32 + ~ELJ -'

L34 = L"33 + \lEL
L E'ID = L'14 + ~·IEL

c
C END OF ST~~~GE ALLOCATI~N

(

( (HECK I~ )I~E~~ION OF A~QAY IS SUCF!CI~~T

"1 DI F = 'I C'; '! - LE ,,~ 0
~qrTE(5'2"'G31 l~ND

IF(~DI~.G~.Jl GO TO 30
~Dr= = IA?5{NJIFl
1..!qrTE(6,2~'!u) ~'l,)I~

<::T~,:)

(

T=( ~ T ~:-: '-: • ~ ': • ') ',I q ! .,. ':: ( oS • ? ~ "S )
r=(S T.~ r: '::" • '::" ") • 2) I,! P r T'::" ( :; • 2 r: J 7 )

(
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~ X:: C ( Q ( V' 1 I ,0 ( L."?l , Q ( L ':' 3 ) , Q ( V' 4) ,!J ( L"H: ) , Q ( L :; 6 ) , ') ( L ".., ) ,Q ( L '1 e ) ,
Q ( L 'j I.J ) , C ( L 1'J ) , () ILL 1 ) , (J ILL c ) , U ILl ~ ) , U I L .I. <+ ) , (; ILL ~ ) ,.J ( L .!. ':; ) ,
O(L17) ,:;)( LIS) ,QILlq) ,QIL2u) ,QIL21) ,OIL22) ,,')IL2?) ,OIL241,
Q ( L 2 r; ) , Q ( L 2" ) , 'J I L c. i ) ,U I L Co ~ ) ,\J I L It. '-I ) , lJ I L j U ) , (J I L "; 1 ) , U ( L :~ ? J ,
Q(L331 ,':)(L34),
'\1 c:: L, ~! r') °, v AT, q ., , '.1" , "S S , ~.I ., 1

STAGE = STAGE + 1
c

IF(~ANA.E1.1) ~L)=l

IF(:;T~GE.C:Q.2) GO TO 4~

C
I1~" ~~O~~T(P~''')

1:)'":1 t:'C'·~·/..~T(QI~)

,~~, F~?yaT('t:"~.~)

,J~1 F~~~ATr'Hl,eAl'l/)

2JJl FORVAT(3:H) N~v3E~ QF NCJAL cOI~TS------ 110 /
1 .,"'4" ~nV::lE!:? OF E'-!:'"\~E'\J"r<::---------- 11" /
2 3JHC ~UYS~R OF DI~F. ~~TEqI~L~--- Il~ I
3 3JHO NU~8ER OF LeA) 5T::P5-------- IIC /
4 3 ~'4'" <EV FeR O'J~1"'t.J :)'JTO'JT-------- T1'" /
5 3:H1 <EY F~~ 0E~Ta?TI~G RU~------ I11,2~H(IF.~~.1,STAR~WIT
6!-J STAGE 2) /3;W"l OPTIO~! FC~ TYPE- OF A"ALYSIS- .II:),
7~0H(1 FOR 1-STEP LINEAR, 2 F:R INCR~~ENTAL NONLINFAR))

2"0' F~?~~T(/lX'20H ATv~scHEoIC PR~ScIJQE-------- ~1~.3//

1 lX,29H UNIT WEIGHT OF WATER--------FIO.3)
2::3 eO~V~TI////l~X,~4H5TOR4G~q~a~rR~D 9Y ~LA~K CO~YON =,I?,~X,

! 5HiCRDS//I)
?0J4 eC~VaT (1~Y,6~HSP~cIFr~n DIvENcION eaR AORAV Q IN SLA~~ CQyv0~ IS

*T",\'" 91~LL ~v.r~,?X,~I-r"'f"'q"'Sl

2J·)5 FO<:<'·1tTI///l'")XdaHN'):-1S~ROF 3LOC<S =, I:)
2':;,:6~09'I:"T(lHl,5X,7'3H~r~~TO::;T~G::: - C~LC'JLATr'Jf\l OF T!'·lITPL STq~~5E~~.'r:>

* ~QJIVALE~T NaDAL FORCES)
22)7 FORvATIIHlt5X,71HSECOND STAGE- CALCULATION OF ~ER~A~~NT DEFeR/4TT

*O~SA~lD FI "JAL ST~E5SES 1

SJ3RCUTI".:E
1

I~PT(IX,COD~,X,Y,XLD,YLD'GA~,COEF,:::XP,Dv'S~,~v,c",CHr,

DD H T ,R F , ::- p , S I 'j ',1 ~ , c:: "r R:'\I , \1 E L , ~,! ') P , '/ AT 1

CG,~ \'0 ,,'" Cf"\ "I ST 1 / NLu, V!) L , V T Y'-' =: ,~! '3 T=:O , D .6. T'.~ ,G tI. .~ I., , \1~.1 ~ I , T r .. ~ I ., )
cc~vC~/CO~ST2/ ITE?,~3AND,~UV?LK,TITLE{8J,STAG~,XL(50),YLI~~1 ,NLC
cc··~qo'uc ':)." ST ~ I, j-J'H.:.H' '" ST ~:-<: r ,,'1 A·'! .....

c
S IV ~NS TC 'J ,:; ~ '! ( ','A T ) , l 0 ': I- ( ".' AT) , t. XD ( ':;11 T J , y:, ( ",;:, T ) , G,j ( ;'/ ~ T) ,:- ""~ ( •\ to, T ) ,

C·4( 'I t T ) ,D Hr (".". T ) ,') ':l '-l T I 'H T 1 • i ~ ( .. ~ T 1
:; T"~\j c r0 '! X ( ':J::) ) ,v ( 'i ') 0 1 • XL'" ( \i") p 1 ,Y L'" ( 'I') D 1 • c;::: =: ( 'F' P 1

') I 'J:: i\ s r:: ., I X( \! =: L , c; ) , : ~ p.: ':-"' L " <: r -::",:j p. , ~ ~ ~ Ll , ST~ \; ( -; , \! E: '-'

'.! ~ I TE ( 6 , 2; 1 u 1
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c q =f>. ') .~ to, T':":< r~ L p qeD I::-:~ TI =S
r
'-

!"\('I t... (; j = 1. 7

IF(j.C:C:.IJ G') TO 1~

\:~ q r T,: ( 6 , ? '-:: 1 c: 1
\..:RIT~(6,2~~31

1: DQ 3J I = 1,uAT
I( = (j-1 1 ·~'!1~\ T
~ :: ~ ') ( 5 , 1 J -:: ":l) \l' G t.. ..I ( j',j +« ) , CJ:: c: ( \1 +<) , ~ X::- ( ~': + <: l ,') \'( "< ... .< ) ,; ,. ( ,'.: + <) ,:=\~ ( 'j+ K )

! • r '/ ( ~,l'" '( 1 • 0'-l T ( \) + I( 1 , '"' ::J '-l T( \ I .... I( ) , ? c: ( \; + '( 1

','} ~ IT': ( 6 , 2'" ~ 6. ) 'J , G.A '·il \! +<) , (" C=I:" ( ,~ + <) , =y :) ( \; + '< ) ,~') ( ',; + '( ) , r.! ( ~~ +:< I .:' "1 ( \ + '( I
1 , C'~ ( N+K ) , 0 Y I ( ~J'" '< ) ,':' P '-< r ( ~~ + <) , Rc: ( i'J + <. )

3J CO"lT I ~,lU::

4J CONTI'\!~J::

c

~, .

I X{ \~ , ": J : I X( ~,~ -1 ,'<. ) + 1
! X( '; , 5 J=I X( ~~ - 1 , S )
~RrTE(5,2::2J N,(IX(N,I)~I=l,SJ

r I:" ('\ • GT. '.J l ~) TC 14,J
rF(~EL.~T.~l GO TO 138

',.J RIT:: ( 6 , 2: 13 )
N:'J
~ :: ,t. J ( : , Ii}:) 1 1 "1, ( t X( 'I , I ) , I =1 , 5 J
',I='I+}
r c: ('.~ • L. :::. '1 J -: '} T'J 1 7 C'

I,'!R I TE (6,2:',06 )
l=~

6; R=o,,::(S,IJJ5) "1,CO:)I:"(;\1) ,X(N) ,Y(".)) ,XlD("JJ ,Ylr')(N)
1\lL=l+1
ZX=N-l
!I:"(L .1:"0. 0) GO TO 7~

OX = CX(N)-X(Lll/ZX
DY = (YCN)-Y(Ll)/ZX

7: l=L+l
IF(N-L) 10J,90,80

2) COD::(LJ=:>
X(Ll = X(l-11 + DX
yeLl : Y(L-l) + DY
XLD(LI = 'J.,:;
YlD(L) = ).0
GO TO 7::
::RIT[(6,2JG5) ("COD::(i() ,X(K) ,V(Kl ,XLD(Kl ,YL)(Kl, K = ~'lL,,'J)

!F("lDD-N) 100,110,60
;,~~rT=(6,2::09) N
STGo
CO"lT I \IU::

("0.'''''';
7....,·

, ........
"- "'-

, , ,..,
.I. L .'

r....
r
'-.-'-

1 3 .,

1 4,::

1 5 "

1 7J

r
'-
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':1 RI T~ ( 6 , 2:; J 9 )
'!!qr TE (6,2:12)

C ~~A0 STRAr~ °QT~NTIAL

~,! RI T~ ( 6 , 2 -; 1 .:; 1

'A = C
2~j ~~~)(~,lCJu) ~,EP(~)

2':' 1 ~ = 'J\ + 1
TF ( ~l. L E • \1) G0 TO 2) 2
EO ( ~~ 1 = O.J

2:2 WRITE(6,2~11) V,EP(M)
! = ( "l • (; T • ~.4 ) G'J TO 2"'\ 1
I~(~EL.GT.Vl GO TO 2JJ
Ii:' (KSTART .EO. 0) SO TO 26C'
NT=5
IF(KSTART .EJ. 2) NT=10
\1RIT~(6,3)OlJ

')0 25J I=l,~~~L

R~ AD ( NT, :3~' 'J.') ~l, X:: , y C, ( S I G',1 A ( J , r-J ) , J =1 , '3 } , ( 5 TRN( J , ~l ) , J =1 , ~. }
ARI TE ( 6', 3:' 1 ~) N, XC, y C, ( S! G\1 A( J , ~: ) , J =1 , 3 ) , ( 5 TR~l ( J , N) ,j=1 , 3 ,

25') CC'lT I 'WE
26; CONTINUE

RETJR'~

(

1.; :; 1 F' 'J R',1 AT( S I e; l
10')3 F'OR~AT(IIC,6c1J.O/~FIJ.J)

1~J4 FOR~AT(T5,FIC.O)

IJj5 FOR~AT(215,4F1a.O)

IJ06 FOR~AT(2F10.0)

2J~J FOR~Ai(lHl,1:X,7HELE~iENT,13X,7HSIG~A-X,8X,7H5IGMA-Y,9X,6HTAU-v y,

1 lOX,5HEP5-X,1~X'5HEPS-Y'9X'6HGA~-XYII)

2JJ2 FOR'},AT(IIC,3X,4(lX,IS),5X,IS)
2303 FJR~AT(lHJ,27X,18H~:DUL~SDAR4VETERS,4X,2uHPOISSON RATlJ ~ARA~ETER

IS,lJX,19HSTRENGTH oARAMETERSI
2 lY2,SX,9H~AT. NO.,3X,7HD:NSITY'5X,lH<,11X,lH~,eX'lHJ'1~X,

3 IHS,9X,]rlF,8X,lH(,8X,3HPHI,~X,9HDELTA PHI,5X,2HRF/l
20J4 F8q~AT(/eX,r3,4X,1~Fl~.?l

2005 FORMAT(I12,IIJ,2F12.2,6X,F12.3,5X,F12.3)
20C6FOq0AT(lHl.8X,4HNO~E,6X,uHTYPE,4X,7HX-COCR',5X,7HY~COORD,llX,

1· 7HX-FJRCEdCX,7HY-FC!~CE/)

2:;3 =J?",tT (lHl, c=,x, 1~f-l9:JUi~Cl1RY ~J!)t:"S/5X, 14H------------ /112JX,
1 5HX-~~)'lOX,5HY-Qq~/)

2~J9 i:'C~~AT (25HJ~J)AL DCI~T ca~!) E~~C? ~= 15)
2-1~ =OR~~T(lHl,5X,7H~L=~~~T,1:X,15u:T~~rNPOT~~Tr~L/l

2v : 1 F C~ '/ AT ( I 1" , 1 4X ,F 1 : • 4 )
2j12 FC~~~T(1~X,Fl:.2,5X,Fl:.?)

2~13 FCR~AT(lHl,5X,7HELE~E~T,5X,lHI'5X'lHJ,5X,lHK,5X'lHL,5X,

~ H';j ~ T~R I ~ L 1 )
2114 i:'OR~AT(lHl,~X,?7H~tTERr4Lpqoo=RTI~~ ?ECOR~ E~RTHQUAK~/I)

'2 J 15 CO~~AT(lHl~5X'37HY4TERrAL PRC~~?TIES DURI~G ~ARTHQUAKEII}



ll9:

300J FO~~AT (I5,lX,2F7.1,6EIJ.3)
3~~1 FCR~AT(lHl,5X,46HI~rTIALSTRESSES AND STRAINS BEFORE EARTH~JAKEII

142X,14HilEMENT SfRESS,19X,24HElEMENt STRAIN (P~RCENT}/IH ,4HElE~,

27X,2HXC,9X,2HYC,ICX,7HSIGMA X,4X,7HSIG~A Y,5X,6HTAU XY,6X,5HEP~ X,
34X,5H~PS Y,3X,6HGA~ XY/I)

'? 0 I·", ~ '),., '..1 AT( I 6. , ? X, ., t:' 11 • ':l , ? X, ':l F11 • ':l , ~ X, ? F'i • ':l )

END

CCMMC~/CO~STll ~lD,Val,MTY?E,NSTEp,cATM,GA~~~,NNN,TIME(3)

COM~O~/CCNST21 ITE~'~~A"lD,~U~2lK,TITLE(8),STAGE,XL(5J),Yl(5J} ,NlC
CC~~ON/CCNST3/~O"lCH,(START,NANA

DI~ENSIQN GA~(~AT),COEF(~AT},EXP(~AT),DM(~AT),GMC~AT),~M(~AT},

1 CM(MAT),PHIIMAT),DDHI(~AT),RFC~AT)

DIMENSION IX(NEl,S),EPINEl),SIGMAI3,NEl),SIGITI3,NEl) ,STRN(3,NEl),
1 5MOD(NEl),S~OD(NEl),t:'T~NIN~l),TNUIN~L),SlCNEl) ,SIGr3IN~L)

DP'IENSICN X(NDP) ,Y(NDP) ,XlDL'DP) ,YlD(NDP) ,CCDEINDP),
1 DlSP(NDP,2),ENF(NDP,2),3(N21,3I~T(M2)

C) I \1 ::N S ION A C'~2 , \A 3 ) , Al( NSe ) , A2 ( ~~ S 2, , , A3 I ...~ '3 )
D!i',~::NsrON P(S) ,5T("SI ,C(3~3) ,5(8,2)

C

c

suaRCUTI"lE
1
?
3

EXEC(IX,8~OD,SIG~A,SIGIT,COD=,X,y,XlJ,YlD,DISP,GAM,

COEF,EXP,D~,G~,F~,C~,PHI,DDHr,?=,EP,STR~,~,Al,A2'

A3,B,ENF,EI"lT,SY0D,ETA"l,TNU,Sl,SIGI3,
NEl,NDP,~AT,~2,M3,NS9,N2)

C
INT~GER CO)E; STAG~

INITIALIZE ST~~SS~5 A~) 5TRAINS {FIRST ST~SE O~LYI

I~ITIAlIZ= DISPLACEMENTS, STRESSES A~J STR~INS

IF (KSTART .NE. 0) GO TO 60
IFISTAGE.EQ.21 GO TO 4C

DO 1.; N = 1,~!DP

DO 10 I = 1,2
10 DISP(\J,I) = e.G

DO 2:" I = I,,?
DO 20 J = 1,"IEL
5IGITCI,JI = ~.J

(O:--JT I NUE2':-
r
"-

C
C,..
'-

r
'-

C

C
C

)0 ~J I = 1,3
08 32 J = l,\j::l
S ! ';" t, ( I , J I = .."
ST~;\{I,J) = J.J

':l~ (('~JT I \\',j=

c
GO TO 6J
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40 CO:\IT I NUE
(

( (HANGE M~T~RIAl PRaPE~T[~S FRO~ PRE-~ARTH~UAKE TO E6RTH:UAK~ VAlU~

(

J,) ~c I = !.'.A6T
J = 1 + vAT
GA'·1 (1') = '::~'.;( J)

COEF( 1) = COEF(J)
EXP(I) = ::XP(J)
:) '.'( I) = D'~ ( J )
G\~ ( I) = G'.1 ( J)
c:' ',~ ( I) = :'·1 ( J 1
C~ ( I) = (\" ( J )
PHI(I) = DHI(J)
DPHI (I) = DP~I (J)

RF ( I) = RF ( J )
5: CO.'nINUE

(

C
"ISTEP= 1

(

DO 500 I\lN"! = 1,l'llD
(

ITER=C
IF(3TAGE.EQ.2.A~D.N~NA.::Q.l) ITER=l
IF (KSTART .NE. 0) IT~~=l

7J COl\q I'IUE .

CtJ.ll SECC"!)(Tl)
IF (KSTART .NE. 0) GO TO 10J

C GENERATESlvULTANE0US EQUATIO'\!S

CALL BlO(K(A,9,BI,\!T,D,ST.IX,X,v,CODE.XL"',YLD,GA~,C~,DHI,nD~[,(OEF,

1 EXP,DM,GM,FM,~F,ETA~,3~OD,5~OD,TNU,SIGMA,SIGIT,Sl,

2 SIGI3,NEL,NDD,~AT,v2,v3''\!2)

(ALL SECONDCT2)

TI\1E(ll =: T2 - Tl
c

C~LL US 0 L( A. 1 ,0.. 2 , A: ,t·1SAN) , M 3AN:; , 1 , Ni -' r·' Bl K, ~~ 53 , 2 , 1 , e ,0 , 3 )
c

( ALL SEC0 '1 D( T3 )
c

T [ 0,; E (2) =: T3 - T2

RE"IIN,) 3
\1 'J=: '18 .0.. ~~ )-.'1-\1 U \/3 L <
DO 8:" I=1,NU'18LK
J N1 =: NC-'~8 .A \) f) + 1
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JN2 = JI\' 1+'''BAND-l
qEA){~) (8(J),J=J~1,J~?)

~.t0= "1 Q_\1' F3 A~.~!)

8<2 CO'H I rW~
C

rF{IT~R.~J.C) GO TO IJ~

IF(STAGE.EJ.l) GO TO l:'J
C

c

C
DO C: N = 1, 'IC>=>
)IS?(N,1)=J!SP(N,1)+3(2*~-lJ

DISP(~,2l=)ISP(N,2l+5(2*N)

\,/ RI TE ( 6 , 2 ~ 1 C' )"1 , 8 ( 2 * ~·l- 1 1 , 2 ( 2 * "i ) ,D I S!:l ( "1 , 1 1 ,D I :: <:) ( \1 , 2 )
I ~ ( '( P" CH. ,! ~ • 1) GC' TO 0-:'
!F(i'j\j\I.::a.!\IL:::l ',.fRITE(7,2-:'·':"O) N,X(\·!) ,V("J) ,:)tSP(\!,l) ,;:;!50('1,2)

01"1 I"'(',,-.,.,..! "IJ~
C

I'"
'-

C
C~LL 5ECO\ID (T4 )

C
C CALCULATE ELE~ENT sT~ESSES AND STRAI~S

'\lSTEP="-IS T::P+l

IF(ITER.EQ.ll GO TO 70
t"
.' ,.,

STRESS(B~a)'S~OD'ETAN,TNU,SL,SIGrT,SIGMA,ST~N,~?,

GA~,COEF,EXP,DM,G~,FM,C~,PHI,JPHI,RF,SIGr3,

IX,X,V,CODE,XLD,YLD,3,E~F,C,ST,S,P, .
NEL,\jDP,MAT,~2,N2)

CALL
1
?

3

TIME(?) = T5 - T4
I F ( r TER • EQ • 2) \.'iR I TE (6, 2·J 0 1) (T I Iv' E ( r ) , I =1 , '3 1

IF (KST~RT .N~. 0) ~o TO 501
c.~LL SECO\lD(T5)

c

c

C

I'"...

c

c
c
c

~y! I"'C,'TT \11)~

c::J! KSTART=;

?::J ~OR~AT(I~,2~lJ.2,2Fl~.~J

?JJ1 t:'~""'AT (/?:;X,?PHI:"'J0'/ATT,",,'!"II:" ~ q~T':)IX =,Fl,,:.-::,?X,,,,-HS="':"\\')~

1 !:l := ') r TEO !l. T T!) \: I
? ?~X,7f'H~:::L~JTr"""1 ("\~ E,'"'U':'-:I"'IS =,F1S.~,2y,'1'-i':EC"'.'::::'C'

'3 ~ ~ ~ r T::·~.~ TIC \1 /
4 21X,29H~ALCULATIJN OF STRESSES =,Fla.3,2X,21HS::CC~JS

3 ? E q rT :: C(", TIC ,\j J

2"; 1 J ~ 'J R'! AT ( 3 X , r :; , 12X , ~ 1 J • 3 ,9 X , I:" 1 ') • 3 , 16 X , I:" 1 ::' • :3 , 3 X , i=' 1') .3 )
2014 ~O~~AT(lHIJIIHST~P Nu~c~R,T3/1~~ ----------- - /1
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202' FOq~~T{lH~~?3X,25Hr~C~~~E~TAL~TCOL!C~~~~TC,,~v,?LHCV~ULtTTVEDISo
*LAC~~E~TS//5X,4HNO~E,15X,6HX-~ISP,13X,6HY-DISP,2:X,6HX-~IcO,12v,

*6HY-DISo//}
2 ,j 3J F 0 q '~A T{1HI}

C
~ ETJR~r

~ ~I!)

SU3qaUTI~~ STR~'SS(2~·~GJ,~\10D,~TAN,TN~,SL,SI~IT,SIGr~A,~T~~,~~,

1 GA~,CO~F,EXP,!)V,3~,F~,CV,OHI,!)p~r,RF,SIG!3,

2 IX,X,y,CODE,XL),YLD,3,ENF,C,ST,S,O,
~ NEL,N)O,~AT,~2,~')

COVVON/CO~STll NL~,VOL,vTyo~,~STEP,o~T~,G~"~,~NN,TIVCI3}

(0'" ','0 ''U cr:· '! ST? I IT=: R , \/8 A ~l D • "l 'J"~? L\( • TIT U:: ( p ) , ~ T A, Go:", XL I ~ ~ ) , YL ( 1:;'" ) • 1\ LC
CO~~O~/CC~ST3/<O~CH,<ST4qT,~A~A

(

RE't! I '.0 4

DI~ENSIO~ GAV{VAT},COEF{V~T},~XP(MAT),JV{~AT),G~(~AT),F~lvaT),

* eM ( .~ A. T ) ,0 H I ( \. ~ T ) ,') P H r ( '.1 .11. T ) , ~ F ( 'v1.~ T )
DIMENSION IX(N~L,5)'EP(NEL),SIG~A(3,~EL},S!3IT(3,NEL),STRN(3,NEL),

1 B~O!)INEL),~MOD(NEL),ETaN(NEL1,TNUINEL),SL(~~Ll,SrGr3(NEL)

DI~ENsrON XCNJP),YCNDP},CODE(NDP),ENFCNDP,21,3CN2)
DIY~NSlaN XL)(NDP),YLDINDP}
D I ~I; ENS ION P ( 8 ). , 5 T ( 3 , :3 ) '.C { 3 , 3 } , S ( 8 , S ) , D ( 3 , 3 ) , S I G (6 )

C

c

(

rF(STftG~.~~.l) GO TO 20
DO 1':: r = 1, 'lJ P
DO 1;) J = 1,.2
ENl:'( r ,Jl =').:J

1-; CO~HP1;J=:

C
C INITIALIZ~ EQ~IVALENT NODAL FORCES

c
2J CO"!T I 'W:::

(

( STA~T ~L~vE~T LOO?
(

D'J ~:: "1 = 1, '" EL

I X (\j, ~ ) = IA? S ( I X( \j, 5 ) I
•~ TY0 E = I X ( ~.' , j )

DC 3: I = 1,6
SIS(I1 = ;."

"1" C~ \1 T I '.::J::
r....
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DO 4'.; I :: 1 ,3
DO 40 J :: 1,3
S T ( I , J) :: 0.0

40 (ONT I N'JE

DO 50 r :: 1,3
SlGITCl,"!) :: SrG\'FdI,~ll

5C C)\lT PW:::
(

6:; c: :)~n I '!!J::
IF (KSTA~T .N::. al 30 TO 95

DO 7:; I ::. 1,4

r I :: 2* r
JJ :: 2*IXP·;,I)
P(II-U :: 3(JJ-l)
P(III :: 8(JJ)

7: CONT I '-j;.JE
r
'-

( READ ELEM~NT STRAIN-JISDLACE~ENT QELATIONSHrp F~J~ TAPE 4
C

c
1)0 SJ I :: 1,3
DCI,11 :: 0.;:)
1)0 SJ K :: 1,8
~Ir,l) :: ~(I,l) + STCI,K)*cCKI

<: (1 d) :: 8 ',~ClD ( "! ) + S'~OD ( N 1
({l"Z) :: SMCDINI - S:-mD (~~ 1
(11,3) :: - "'.." .-..j

(12,ll :: C ( 1, Z)
(( 2,2) :: CtI,l>
((2,3) = ....... ,.....

...) ...)

C (.,. tll :: ).G
((3'2) :: .. ,""v .,-,';

(13,3) :: SMODCN)
(

DO 9J I :: 1 d
DO 9 ,..; <. :: 1,3
SIG(l) :: (SIGel) + C{I,KI*De",lJ}

9] CO~H I 'W::
C

c,...
'-

c
05 S:J 1:;::: 1=1,3

SIGI T (I ,\j) =SIG:!:t...1 I ,;\;I-J.5*5:(;( II
S I ':; ( I J :: S I, I T ( I , 1\; J

! J) (C'lT I \j)::

GO Tr'I l4o)
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11..) CO"-!T I'IUE
r
'-
r....

)'J 12J I = 1,~

5 I S ( I ) =(5 I G~~. ( I , N) - S I G ( I ) l
12:' COf\;TII\!UE

C
DO 13J I = 1,3
SIG··~A(I,"i) = SIG(Il

13 ') CC~l i I i\fJ::

c aUTDUT ST9ESS~S

c

C CALCULATE PRINCIPAL 5T~ESSES,.
....

CC = (SIGI2l+SIGlll)/2.0
~3 = (51(,(2)-SIG(1) )/2.
CR = SQqT(59**2+SI~(3)**2l

C
51(;(4) = ':';.0
IF(SIG(3l.EQ.0.0.ANO.38.EQ.J.J) GO TO 150
SIG(4)=28.648*ATAN2ISIG(3),33)

150 CO~TINUE
r
'-

C DETERMINE FINAL VALUE OF MODULUS AND POrSSONS RATIO
C

SIGI;) = CC + CR
SIG(6) = CC - CR
IF(KSTART.NE.J.OR.STAGE.EC.l.AND.NST~P.~~.NLD.A~).IT2R.~C.ll

1 SIGI~(Nl=SiG(5)

IF(NSTEP.~E.NLD) GO TO 160

.
J) GO TO 175

IN = IXP.J,l>
J~ = IXUh2)
KN = IX(t\,3)
L "1 = I X ( "" , 4 l
IF (K 5 T~,RT • "tE •

c

c

c

SI GI T( 1 , ~J ) = SI G( 1 )
SIGIT(2,Nl = 5IG(2)
SIGIT(3,N) = 51(;(3)

c
c

CALL
1
2

NONLIN(\,IN,J~'<~,LN,~,::TAN,TNU,3MCD,SVa),~I,HCS,G~~,COE~,

EXP,DM,G~,F~,CV,PHI,DPriI,RF,srGIT,SIGMA,SL,X,Y,IX,

5IGI3,I\!EL,~Dp.~tTl

to

c,.
'- CALCULATE STRAINS (X,Y.XYl
C

DO 17: I = 1"
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S T~ N( I , N ) = S P:< "I ( I , N) -I) ( I 91 ) * It):J • '::
1 7 J CO \1 T I ~W::

c
175 CONTI~!U~

~PSX = STq~(l,"l)

~DSY = STRN(2,"l)
GA~XY = STRN(3,N)

C
I~ CMD~INT) 19:,190'19~

IS: ~q!T~ (6,1~~')

, Co J ? c:- '"' " \4 t T ( ! :-J 1 )

'In!T~ U,,?·:·14) ~JSTC:-P

:A/~ITE (6,2C~Jl)

··O':(!~.JT=5::

IF(NSTEP.~Q.NLD.AN9.STAG~.~Q.l)~PRINT=25

19~ MPRINT = ~PRINT - 1
IFCKSTdDT ."lE. 2) GO TO 212

c
IF('N.~J.LN) GC TJ 2~J

XC = CXCI~)+XCJN)+X(K~)+X(L"l)l/4.~

YC = (Y(I~·I)+YCJN)+Y(K~l)+Y(LN»/lJ..\)

GO TO 21':
2::; XC = (X(IN)+X(JN)+X(KN»/ 3.0

YC = (YCII\l)+Y(JN}+Y(KI\l»)/ 3.0
21J CO~lT I 'IUc

C

c
\V R I T E ( 6 , 2 J 02) N, ETA N ( N ) , 3 ~': 0 D ( "l ) , S''.0 D ( N ) , TN J ( N ) , S I .:; ( 1 ) , S I G ( 2 ) ,

1 SIG(3) ,EPSX,EPSY,GA~AXY,SIG(4),Slli'l},M

IF (NSTEP.~Q.NLD.~~D.IT~R.~J.l.ANJ.STAG~.C0.1)

1 '>/ R IT=: ( 1 J ,2 ,,:;; 3) N, XC, YC , S r G ( 1 ) , S I G ( 2) ,.5 r ~ ( 3 ) ,::: p.s X , EP SY ,-:; t> v XY
IF(KPNCH.NE.l) GO T~ 220
IF (NSTEP.EO.NL).AND.ITER.=1.1)

1 ~RIT~(7~2JJ3) N,XC,YC,SIG(l) ,SrG(2),SIS(3),EOSX,~PSv,G~VXY

C
22,::; CO"tTI:'-JUE

IF($TAGE.NE.l) GO TO 3)0
IF(NSTEP.NE.NLDl GO TO 300
IF{ITER.NE.ll GO TO 30C

? , :; CO "l T I "1 U::
I\'V= \.+ .... t, T
CAL L NQNLI N ( 'I , IN, J ~,l , K;\: , L N , ",j'·1 , E T~. N , TN U , 9 >~G i) , SilO:) , ~ I ,H:: 5 , G ,,,,,,,1 , CO E=,

1 EXP,D~,GM,F~,CM,Prlr,DPHI,RF,SIGIT,SIGMA,SL,X,v,rx,

2 SIGI3'NEL'NDP,~AT)

C CAL:JL~TE EQUIVALENT NO)AL POINT FO~CES

C -". LL :- GJ r \j { \j , ': p S X,:: p .3 Y , GA\' '< Y , :: I ,H C 3 , ::° , ~ I (; , I Y , ': ~i:; , '( •
1. Y , "IEL • [\'!')P ,::T~[\1, Pl~.J,S"l:)[))

2 5J CO 'IT I /I~ ~ E
:1 R I T~ (6, 1 C J 1) N, ET "':'.:'J ( N ) , .: ''i 0:) ( \!) , S:-"~)) ( \j ) , Hl U ( \ ) ,S L ( 'J 1

1~~1 ~O~~AT (I5,lX'lP3El1.3,~PF8.~,7~X,F7.3)

C
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c
C TRANSFER EQUIVALENT NODAL DOr~T FORCES INTO LOA) VECTOR

IF ((START .NE.:) GO TO 305
IF(STtGE.~E.l) GO TO 418
IFlNSTEP.NE.NLDJ GO TO 41C
IF(ITER.~;::.ll GO TO 41:)

385 ~O 4~~ !=l,~~P

Xl'")(I) = ='\)t:"f!d)
VL)(I) = ::::~~F(I,2)

IF(CODE(I) .EC. J) GO TO 3'5:-'
IFl CODElI) .EO. II GO T':) 31J
IF «(ODE(!) .EI). 2) GO T·:) 32:-

3 1::; XL D( I ) =,..; • ,:

IF ((!")DE( I) .::Q. 3) GO T') 32')
GO TO ~5J

320 YUle I )=:).J

35; CO~HI~:UE

4 .... :) CO'HI 'JUE
C
C PRINT ECUIVALENT NODAL POINT FORCES

~/~rTEl6,2JJ5)

',-] RI TEl 6 , 2:~; 6) l N, CO DE( ~ J , X( N ) , y ( 1-1 ) , l ~Nt:" ( 01 , L ) , L=1 , '- ) , n= 1 ! ~~ DO)
r
'-

41~ ITER = ITER + 1
c
,..
....

S:J 3 RO:J T I'r:: 1-.: c ,\1 LIN ( 'I , I , J , '/ , l , 'l , ET,; 1'; , H' J ,2M C' D, S'Yi) , ::: I , ,-< :; , ('j :0 '. ,: :: =:;:- ,
1 EXP,D~,GM,F~,C~,PHI,DPHI,~F,5IGIT,SIGY~,SL,X .. Y,IX,
2 SIGI3,MEl,NDD,VAT),..

'-

(:;V"'O "ll CO'!.s T11 NL0, VOL .. ~'T YPe: , '1 S Te: P ,0 ATV, GA ~,~'" .. \;'1 'I , Tr ~/.t:" ( ~ )

CO~YON/ca~ST21 rTc:q,M~AND,~UVqL<,TTTL~(8) ,5TAGt:",Xl(5J),VL(5~1 ,~LC
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,.

DPIENSICN

*
DI'~::N~!0~1

*
i') r,\::: NS IO\/

G.t... ~~ ( '1.A T 1 , CCE >:' ( ',' t.. T 1 ':: x0 ( v .~. T l', ~ \1 ( ~'1 AT 1 , G'-1 ( 'I::' T) , F \1 ( ~v\~. T ) ,
cr·!( ~~ AT 1 ,':) rl r ( ~~!\ T ) ,D P YI ( ~j~.c. T ) ,R ~ ( \1 ..'\ T )
I XC"1:: L , 5 1 ,s r Gv,~ C'3 , "l:: L ) , S Tr. I T( ~ , ~l C' L ) , .~ TGT~ C"l :: L ) •
o '.V) ") C"1 EL) , Sv () '" C~.! t:" L ) • ~ T!\ 1\) C~ I C' L I , T"1'J ( ',! t':" L, • 5LC'11:" L I
X( "lD P ) ,Y ( NDO)

INTEGER STAG=:

IF(STAG~.~C.2l GO TO 2J

ESTI~AT:: INITIAL STRESS~S FO~ FI~ST LOAD STEP

IF(NST=:P.=:~.l.~ND.rTEq.?Q.Ol

*CALL APPROX(N,I,J,K,L,M,SIG~~,X,Y,G~.G!\~,N::L,~DP,MATl

r=(IT::R .=J. ) GO TO 10
(c =(S rGr T( 2, "l ) +S I GI T( 1 ,"l ) 112.
::l3=CSIGIT(2,1'!)-Sr:;ITC1,Nll/2.
C~=SGRTCS!GrTC3,Nl*SrGIT(3,N)+o~*53l

G;) TO 4C
CO~H I NUE

CONTINUE •
CC=CSIG~A(Z,N)+SIG~A(1,N) )/Z.)
33=(SIG~A(2,Nl-SIGMACl,N))/2.J

CR=SQRTCSIGMA(3,Nl*SIGMA(3,Nl+sa*a3l
T~("lSTED."l~.1.~9.tT~p.M=.O)r.0 TO 4~

IF(ST~GE.EQ.2) GO TO 40
DO ~ J KI = 1, ":\
DO 30 KJ = 1,"l=:L
SIG~A(Krt<J) = C.~

3'J CaNT! "IU=:
40 CONTINUE

SIGl=CC+CR
S i G'3 =CC-(!~
DEV=S!Gl-SIG3
IF(SIGl.LT.O.Jl SIGI = ~.0

IFCSIG3.LT.O.O) SIG3 = 0.8
r~(JEV.LT.O.~) DEV = 0.0
IF(STAG~.C'O.2l SO TO 45
SIGI3C'\J)=SIG3
CON TI \IUE

1:)
C

C
c·
r...

C
20

c

S I G3 =S I G I? ( '1 l
r=CSIG3.L~.:.~l GO TO ~~

FI=l~HI(~l-CPHIC~)*ALOGIJ(SIG3/0~T~»/57.23

GO TO 6J
5: ~r = PHI(VlfS 7 .Z8
60 :Q~JT r "'UE

~CS=2.*(C~(Vj)*COS(FI)+SIG3*sr~CI:"Il)/(1.0-Sr~(~I)}

HCS = ~(S/~F(··1)
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F=S!G':3/PAP~

!F(~CS.GT.::.~;) GO TJ 71"\
SL(N) = 1.0
GO TO e'J

70 SLCN) = ~~V/9CS

!F CSL(~1 .~T. 1.~ .A~~. ~~TA?T .N~.~I CL(~)=l.1"\

!>='(SLCNI.GT.l.:'i) G0 TO 1':)')
80 CONTINUE

IFCSIG3.U::'.:;.~.AND.KST~RT.~!::.'J) GO TO 86
!FCSIG3.L::.~.J) GO TO 180

8; (' () ~JT I '1 ''oJ::
~I = COEFIV)*IF**~XPlvl )*PAT~

c:: T A, "1 ( N) = C::! * ( I 1 .'~ - SLIN) * ~ c:' ( ·ft ) ) * * ? )
GO TI') 8'7

86 ETAN(Nl=J.000Cl
~T=COc:'c:'(Ml*loATM**c:'XDC~)I*PATV

87 CONTIN:JE
C
C CO~PUT~ POISSONS RATIO
C

IF1SIG3 .LE. PAT~1 SIG~=PATM

STRAIN=2.0*CR/1EI*(1.0-12.0*CR/KCS1) I
PRAT=GM(M)-FM(M)*ALCGIO(SIG3/PATMI
TNUCN) =PRAT/(1.O-DMCM)*STRAIN)**2
IF(TNU(N).GT.J.49) TNU(N) ~ 0.49

C
IF(STAGE.c:'Q.21 GO TO 90
8 MO:) ( N I = ET 6, "l ( N ) / C2 .0* C1 • 0+TNUl N) I * C1 • 0 - 2 • 0*T"! U ( N ) ) )

90 S~O~(NI = ETAN(N)/(2.0*(1.O+TNUCN)))
c

GO TO 110,.....
100 SMODIN)=.OOOOl

C
110 CONTINU~

C

c
END

SUBROUTINE 3LOCKIA,5,3INT,P,ST,IX,X,Y,COD~,XLD,YLDiGAM,C~,PHr,

1 DDHI,COEF,~XP,D~,GM,FM,~F,ETAN,o~CD,SMOD,TNJ,

2 SIGMA,SIGIT,SL,SIGI3,NEL'NDP,~AT'~2,~3,N21

C
COM:" 0 l'U CO'~ S T l I i'; L D, veL, '.AT YP E ,~l S i E P , o~ T\1 , GA:·:,\f , ,'i 1\: \1 , T I .~:: ( 3 )
co -,1 '1 O~! I c:1\, sT 2 / r T :: '( , '.~ 3 t> 'I D , ~,~U \~::< L '( , T r TL t: ( 8 I ,<:: Ttl G:::: , XL ( c; ') ) ,V L ( c: ') I , NL C
t"' 'J' 4'~'J ~I Ie") ': ST" / l( P '!"'H , <. S'1'" ,., ? T , 'U. 'J ~,

F:·

DIV~N5ION

-:l-

Dr ',~ :: Nsr ::J .'~

1 .
DII'JIENSrON

G~" I \' AT) , Cc,:: c:' ( ... :!. i") ,=' X0 P)~, T ) ,:) -,1{ '!~ T 1 , G\q ~.' :1 T) ,:='" ( \1 ~ T ) ,
eM C'.,1 ,\ T ) ,p H I ( '.\ ~ T ) ,~oH I ( ~.~ f,. T ) • R=' I \1 !, T )
XINDP)',Y(i"iDPl ,XL:)(~)P) ,YLD('DP} ,:::y=:(~:)p),

SIN2) ,8I"JT(\IZI
rX( 'l ::: L ',5 I ~ S I G"1 A( 3 , "l::: L) , S I GI T( 3 , \1 :: L) , 5 rGI 3 I '\; EL ) ,
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* R;\I! 0 D ( ~~ EL ) , S ~~ 0 ') ( r-.: c: L ) , ::' T ,A N ( f\! ~ L ) , T1'1 U ( NEL ) , SL ( N::: L )
Dr VIE N5 ! 'J'~ ,~( v, ,\~ 3) , P ( 8 ) , S i ( '3 ,3 ) , C ( ? , ? ) , S ( 3, 1 ) , Li·1 ( 4 )

C,..
'-

C TNITI~LIZ~TIO~

C
"E:." r NJ 2
q ~ ','! I r--:!) 4
'~~ = "'SA\I,)/'
"1::>=?*!\J3
!'I!D2=2*'D
~U',13LI(=::

,..
'-

~ (') 1:J '" = 1, \! r') ,

~('l) = :;.8
1) 0 1 '::! ',~ = 1, ~lD

10 6 (l\I,\4) = ..... '1

c
c
C FORVl STIFFNESS ~ATRIX IN BLOCKS

C
1:) ~J'y,qLI( = '\lU·,cL~+l

~,; H = !\'! Q,'* ('.JU '.-19 Li( + 1 )
'!\, = "Il-i-~n

'" L = '1 \. - "H~ + 1
<SHIFT = 2*NL - 2

C
C
CST~~T :'LE'·=.:'H L\lOD
c
(

,..
'-

DO 40 r = 1,3
DO 48 J _. 1,8

4:J ST (r ,J) = J {'
.'.,;

c
IF (IX(\!,~}) 210,21J,~O

:::;0 ')C 3'2 I = 1,4
r ~ (I X ( N , I ) - '1 L) 8 -; , 7:; , 7 :;

7:''., It:' (IX(l'hr )-N>q 9'::,90,8::
8 :J CON T I"J UE

GO TO 210
c
c

c ;~. L~ ... ~ Tq I X( \; , ~ tJ. \1 , C\/' 9 ~ 1-4 T , n0:-i I ., C~ =-:::- ., =- X':' , :' \~ , ~ "/ , 1= '.J , ~ F , l:' T !~ \1 , ~_ \~ .~ C) , ~, .. 1""') ,

1 T"~ 'j , S L , S I G'l A, '3 I ~ IT, rX , X , Y, 0 , ::: , s, '3 T , S I Gr 3 , ;'~:: L , i\i J D ,\'.;;' T ),..
'-

IF (VGL) l::;;,lJC,llC
1J2 W~ITE(5,2003} N
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,..
'.-,..
'-

c
C

IlJ

1 ,,'"I
- -'

C

lX(~,51 = -1X{N,5)
DO 12J I = 1,4
L'·H1) = 2*rX(~h1) - 2
CJ~H I ~lUE

1)0 13") r = 1,4
DO 132 < = 1,:2
I t = L \1 ( I) + < - <SH 1FT
K'< = ?*1 - 2 + '<
3(I!) = 8(11) + P(KK)
DO 13::; j = 1,4
DO 131 L = 1,2
JJ = LY(J) + L - It + 1 - KSY1FT
lL = ?*J - ~ + L
IF(JJ.L~.J) GO TO 13)
~C1I,JJ) = A(II,JJ) + SCKK,LLI

:.. 30 CON T p~ UE

c
210 CO"HI~lUE

c

C FC~~ LQAD V~CTaR F~R CuoQE~T STEP A~D 8LOCK
c

DO 24':) N=NL ,N'~

IFCN.GT.NDP) GO TO 240
'< ="!+~~-'< SH 1FT
r F ( I T~ q • E'J • 1 • A~! ') • ~! ~ N~ • ~ ') • 2) "3 '":' T I'J 2 ":l .")

rFCITER.E'Jel.!l\l,).STt..~E.::C.l) ':;0 TO ?'2,,!

~r~T(N+N-l) = (8(K-l)+XL~(N))/NLr

3INTCN+N) = C3(K)+YLDCN)/NLD
2 3·') 8 ( K) = 3 I~n (N+ (\! )

3(K-1) = 3INT(~+N-l)

24::1 COI\lTINUE
C
c [
C lOPLY SOUNDARY CONDITIONS
C

JO ~CJ ~ = ~L,NH

IFC~.GT.NDP) GO TO 3Jj
v( = CODEC~) + 1
GO TO (3J~,25:,26:,25J), ~c

25: Q=XLD('n
N = 2*V - 1 - <SHIFT
0': T') "8~

?ry':'- o=YLr")(")

1<=( "'(.=:-:.4)
CJ'H I ·'JUE
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C ~RITE 3LaC~ ~F ~QuaTIONS O~ T~P~ ~N~ SHI~T uP LCWER SLOCK
c

r
'-

f)l) ,:\3(' i'\ = l,'''rj
'< = ~J + ~!:j

::: I',!} = 8 ('<)

81K) = .. ,)
v. = 1,I\~D

= .'\ I K ,'~ )
1)0 330
A ( '\1, \' )

!d'<,\') =:
-. ~

•

r CH~C< ~O~ L~ST ~LOC'<

r

r F ('J'-'-\JDP) 3'),340,34,)

C

(

?JC1 FO?\'AT (?~H~~~GATIV~ AREA ~L~~~NT ~O. 14)
r

503 RO'J T I N~ ;·1 AT R1X I ~ , GA\1, C:'1 , PHI, ') PH 1 , CO E~ , F. XP , )1'•." GI'I. , ~~./ , R~ , ~T AN ,
1 3 '<1 O!) , S~'~:J D, TN '..J , SL, S ! G,,1 A , S"I GIT, r y , Xt Y, P , C, S , ST,
, .S I Gr ~ , "F L , 1\1 '"'0 , ~J, AT)

c
CC~~ON/CO~STI/ NLD,VOL,YTYPE,NSTE?,PAT~,G4Vl1,NN~,TIME(3)

COMMC~/CC~ST2/ ITER,M3AND,NJ v 3LK,TITLECS),STAGE,XLISC),YL(50),NlC
COM~ON/CCNST3/KPNCH,KSTART,NANA

c
aIMENSION

*
!)I\oIEN~IO~

DI"1~'lSIO!\1

*
JI"1~NSIOM

GAM(~AT),CO~FC~AT) ,~XP(MAT),D~(MAT),GM(~AT),FMr~AT1,

CM(~AT}tPHI(~AT)t)OHr(~AT},~~(M4T)

XCN:-P},YfNf)°)
I XC'1 EL ,5) ,s I G"~ A( '3 ,~~E L) , S I GrT ( '3 t N:: L I , S rGr3 C"':: L ) ,
8M:J~(N~L),S~O!)(N::L}t::TA~(NF.L),TNU(N::L) ,SL(NEL)
P(3) ,5T('2,8) ,(13,3) ,513,'3)

c

INTEGER STAGE

r = IX(:',:,!)
J = I X ( •. J " )

'< = lXI'",)
L = IX('j,4)

'nvp::: = I X (\1':; 1
') = ...... TVO:::

I =( ~ T t...,:; ~ • :: --:: • 2 • A\j :) • \! L:) • :: --.' • 1 • 1 ~ ~) • \.~ .:. ~\~ ~ • =~ •1 ) ,... to'
;',,'



c

1
2

G~,FYi,C~,PHI,D~HI,RF,SIGIT,SIG~A,SL,X,Y,IX,

SIGI3,NEL,N~o,~ATI

132

c (1 , 1 ) = ;::, ~.~ ,~') ( N) + Sv':)!) ("1 )
C( 1 ,2) = Q ..~O!) ( N) - S \~O') ( ',I )

C ( 1 , :3 ) = '" ""
" ·..

::::(2, 1 ) = :::: ( 1 , 2 1
C ( 2,2 ) = C ( 1 , 1 )

:::: ( 2,3 ) = ' , "", ·.,
C ( ~ , 1 ) = -' ."

r ( 3,2 ) = ~:
"

• J

C( ., , ? ) = S',10D (',j)

c
c
C FO~~ QUAbRIL\TERAL STIFFNESS MATRIX FOR EACH ELEME~T
C

')0 l,j: II = 1,8
~(I!) = C."".

rv) ';'" JJ = '.0
S(!ItJJ) = J.:'

1:::S CC)~ITI t.,1UE
c

VQL = 0.0
c

C 'CLL:UATF GqAVITY LOADS
r

!F(CTAG~.~Q.?) GO TO 3"0
IF(ITFR.N~.J) GO TO 30:

,
'-

I:! = G,A ...~ (- ~,~ )

C
FS=-\-J*VOL
IF (!X(N,,:\) .EO. IX(N,4)} GO TO l~O

r::G=r::G/4.
KL=4
GO TO 160

15J l=G=FG/3.C
<L=3

16:) CONTINUE:
DO ?J'J IJ=l,<L
II=IJ+IJ
O(! I )=~(II )+FG

?~'"' C('~lTI~!U~

co "f.......
,'.)
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•
SU:::l R;') UT r N'=' US 0 l (~, e ,'J.t:. x=-, of:: ~ ,'.I~ , II , '!:::l L1"\( 1< , ~! S:? , ': COG, '! ~ !( <:: ,!\,: T 1 •

"1 T 2 , '.) ~ S T I
THro; <:',gQO'JTPIE ((;'));:a GV !·'IlC;O~·Jl ')C::C:C:: ~\l !:I:'FICIF."lT GA!JC::C::IA.,~ ElP,q
Tr=CH'JIOU;::: IU :,ULV!:: IH';: ~l;·lUL.lo.l'ltvv;, t.-..IV~I!VI'l~

DI '.Ii: ,!\: s r0 '! I!. ( "!::, 8 I ,B ( "l ~:3 I ,'VI AA ~ \ 1'1 =\,/!=; I

.~C='/:3+lL

NSR=(Y5-11/NEQ3+1
r 'I (" =N c:' 'J :l - 1

'1' =" T:",
~11='1T'

q~\lr.'1) :<8~~

"..

'--
C REDU(~ ~QUATICNS 9LCC< QY 8l0(~

C
~8 0J~ N=l,N?LOCK
TF (~~. ST. 1 • ~. 1\1 D • ') 0:< • ::.'j. 1 I Go I I) 1 1 u
IF (NQR.C:O.11 GO 18 IUS
"'E"!I"J') N1
';lE'.!! 1';) "l2

1..:5 NI=:'H
I F ("i. ::Q • 1) ~1I =NOR G
C<EAD (N!) ~

I I = I
DO 12~ J=2,"K
I I=! I +N=:a9

I2S ACI!I=ACII)/J

5:: STr-.:SULtlR I
r8, ElY ~':;;U~lS

'0 130 J=r,,,!v3,~EOo

I l=" (A ( J ) • "! E• -::. I \~ AX2 ( I ) =J
~1"\'lT r -'llJ::

•

12':'

116

115

'1.~ ~o ~:~ I=!,~~nq

I)=~(I)

r={D} 115,3~~,'?~

"1 =1\) EQ :.3 -)f ( "!~ 1 )"+ r
'..: ';l TT :: (6. 1 1 6 1 '~, D
~CR~AT 133HJSET OF EQUftTIONS ~AY

26H )IASON~L TER~ OF EQUATIJ~

')=-'J
[)=SQRTCD)
A ( 1) =r-,

,..
'-

c

Jl= I +1
IF (Jl.GT.N~Q3) GO TO 3,a
I T=I
)0 ,~~ J=JL,~C1?

TT=r T+ ~l '::'J =,
1'=( II.'JT.'·I\."'~) r:"'" T~

":' =1 ( r I )

<<'=J
'I t X= ',' .". X i3 ( ! )
~2 150 JJ=II,VAX,NI:'Q3



I(K=J +1'\'13
J J = ! + ~I 'i f?
)0 175 L=l,LL
A(~K)=~(~V)-(*~{JJ)

I( l( =I( K + /-.! l:" ,'] :::

175 JJ=JJ+~~t:"O~

'2:'0 "':,"\'I~I\II'~

:3 -: '"' CO\lT 1"~lIE

~qITE (~~KS) 4,~tX~

;
'-

C SU3STIT~T~ INTO R~vAI~I~G ~~JATrONS

C
r:JO 8); N"I=1,!'\3~

I=I~+~N.GT.N3LCCK) GO Ta 800
~ll ="0
IF('!.~Q.l) r~I=NC,~S

rI:"INN.~Q.~~~)NI=NORG

!:(~A) (~n) ~

rL=1+N~*Nt:"09*~EQ8

DO 7JO 1=1 ,"lEQ3
I I =! L
DO 6 9:) K=1 , "4~j 9
II:" (II.GT.~M3) GO TO 500
(=A(1I)
IF (C.~Q.l.0) GOTa 69J
'·1 AX=MAX8 ( K )

c
'(1(=1

r:JO 64~ JJ=rI,~!X,~~~P

P(Kl()=:::(K~)-r*~(JJ)

64-: ,<\(=l(I(+~~EQ3

c
I( I( = I +~,!~.A::

JJ=K+NM3
')0 65": L=l,lL
21I(K)=~(I(I()-C*A{JJ}

I( K= '( K·r-~E 03
65'] JJ= J J+l\lE03

c
690 I !=I 1-1'l(
7·')) ! l= 1L+"I~J2

IF(NBR.NE.l) GO TO 750
00 "'4": ! =: ,w~8

74'"': ,~(!)=r.{T)

\ ~ = '.~ :

'n="i2
c:: .., "~?='A

134

r



c

LS=LL*\::'J3
~ E3 =NEe:: * ( ~: 3 ~ + 1 I
"l'J v ="I S R* ~t ~ 'J C5
',,' AX= NC"2*LL
"'t";, O}:: I=I,\1!\.X

o')e ~(Tl='"'.

~ E',.r r N::) N~ S T

sa :J:: N=1,~2LOC~

3 ~ (~ SPA C:: '18 I( S
~EA) (N3I(S)\,'·lAX3

") ') 0 1'~ L = '. , L L
K=L*N'=?
')') 01:"\ J=' ,r--!lJV
r =1(-~E(J3
31'<1=~I1l

?lJ 1(=(-1

1='~'13

"',.., C?t'I L=l,LL
\(=(L-l'*N'=3
I) ') C 2' J =! , ....1~') '3
1=1+1
K,='(+1

92: 51'()=AIl)

f) 0 0 5? 1 =1 ,,~ =: Q3
J= ...rC"Q~+l-r
V\x= ... tX~(Jl

IF (,\I.J}.C"~.~.) G') T') oc:;e

DO 951 L=l,LL
I(I(=J+(L-Il*""1E3
JJ= <K·l
I L=J+NEQB
C=B(Kl(1
DO 94~ 1I=1L,~~X,N~~3

c=(-Aorl*SCJJl
94') JJ=JJ+l
95') BIK<1=C/A1Jl
9 ; c; ( ::' 'I: T r l\! ')::

1 ::.J

')0 968 L=l,LL
1(:: CL -1 1*I\IE3
')0 960 J=l, I\IEOP
1(=,<:+1
! ::!+ 1.

c5~' A1Tl=::HKl

,! ~ r 1" E r '1 0 ::: T 1 (tc. ( I ) , I =: "_ c: 1
1 : -: '""' c''j "-! .,.. I "rJ =:

,:<=:TUR'.!

i?""r)

f

135
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C
C() '.l v () ") / c: 0 'l ') T 1 / "J L f) • \I ':' L , •• ,. y "':: , ': S" ED, 0 ~ T'~ , S A'.",/ , ',,\1 '! , T I v t:' ( ':l )

CO I\A \1 0 ~11 C:' '\l ST 2 / IT':: 0 , ~,1 0 A"11) , ~LJr·1 tj LK , T1 TL!:. ( ~ ) ,s T A tJ t , XL( ., ') I ,V L ( ~:;) ,N U-
C

c
c r; c: T =- ~ J,." r .~1!:" ~ ~~; '! ') \' T:") i ~

JDl C = ro.

C
DO ,JC N = 1.NEL
DC 2-'::1 I = 1~3

DO ICJ J = 1,3
L = I + J
!i='(L.GT.4} GO TO 2')J
~DIc = It3S(IX(~,IJ-TX(~.LJJ

IC(~DIF.~".J~IF) J~Ic = MnIc
1J; CO\lTI"'!UE
2j :; ( C1\\ T I 1\\ 'J ::
30J CO~T I "IUE

c
V8A~D = Z*J)!F + 2

.C

C

S'j BR0 UTI N:: E: L\1 AT {I A tJ A. ,. <A • L f. , C , 5 • S T ,X • y ,V0 L , ND P}
C
C THI~ ~U9ROUTI~~ FJR~S TH:: STIFF~ESS 'lATRIX cOR A RECT4NG'JLA~ ~Lc~~

C S.JSr.;lO'.JTI'l!::' I; A '''ODIFICA''IO'I )t:' GL5 T "!R!TT::'j'.; Ov A. 4V:~I')':" (l e "1)
c
C
t'".....

C
C
r

r
'",

\/S,VT
\fH
ST
A.S
S
1\ -.-.J

4J

LOCAL COO~DIN~T=S OF ~LcMENT

COEFFICIENTS FOo GA'.)S3IA'1 I "!TEGR.ATI·:'''!
STRAIN-CI5PLAC~~=NT ~ATRIX AT ELE~=NT CENTE~

ST~AIN-DIscLA:E~E~T ~~TRIX AT POr~T VS,'lT
5TIFF'1':SS ·.'ATC1IX ()!::' EL=':'I\!::'I'-jT
FIRST )IFF=':R~NTIAL OF S AT VS,VT
1I.1~~~r'( P,:?:;~·:)OTT:"·\~~L T; I"·_'\/~·?Tr~ J'~C'-:?!~\~ ·,."~T~TY..

v~DI ". ':I. Lt:" c.>"r;'o-::·,..,,.I ..... ·,~L ,. ..... J,\,... ..,:~:q~'\: !"'\t:"~!::'''''P!tyT

C TH~ ST~AI~-JrS?LACF~E~T R':L\TIS~SHIo (Sf) !::'JR ~~CH EL=~~NT IS STD?
C T \DE u FO~ LAT'::R 'J5= I ~~ SUBROUTINE .STRESS
t'"



c

13'Z

") T',1 ~~) c: I '"\" XC"") D ) , v ( "'; 0 )

r') I \4 c:' ': c: ! 'J ~·l C ( 3 , '::l ) , ~ ,.. ( '::l , Q l , ": ( 8 , C )

T) I v:: 1\; c:: ION VH ( 6 l , V5 ( 6 ) , II T ( ': I , .~ D ( ., , 4. I , ~ '1 ( '::l , Q ) , .~ c::. ( ~ , Q )

~)01 =4

VH(ll=J.S~5~~5~556

VH(2l=O.3883=S9289
\JH(3)=\fH(11
VSCI )=O.7 7 4?966692
V':: ( ., ) =~.•
VS ( ~ ) =- \1 r:.. ( 1 )
'.jT(l)=VS(ll
VT (? ) =.:'.
VT(,)=VS(3)
V5(1',;01) =0.
VT(I\JPll=J.
VJL=(VCJa)-Y(La»*(X(ral+XCJ4)-X(K~)-X(La})

VOL=VOL-(X(Ja)-X(La»*(Y(IA)+Y(JA)-Y(K~)-V(LA)}

V....., L=: • c:; * V- L
f)'J 1 T:: 1 , 'I D 1
~O 1 J=l,\IPl
1= (I.EQ.~pl.A~J.J.EQ.~Dl) Ga TO 10
IF (I.~Q.NPl) GO TO 1
IF (J.EQ.\lPll G.O TO 1

1) ~P(1,ll=-1~+VT(Jl

AP(2,1)=-1.+VS(!l
AP( ~, ?)=l.-VT( J)

APC2,~)=-1.-VSCI)

AO(l,'::l}=l.+VT(J)
AP( 2,3l=1.+VS( I)
AD( ~ ,L.r.l=-l.-VTCJ)
A,P(2,4)=1.-VS( I)
AJ1=AP(2,1)*Y(IA)+AP(?,?l*Y(J~l+~P(2,3l*Y(KA)+AP(2,4)*Y(LA)

AJ?=-AO(1,11*Y(IAl-AP(1,")*V(JA)-AO(1,~I*Y(KAl-AD(1,4)*VCLA)

AJ?=-~DC2,1)*X(!A)-APC?,?)*X(JA)-AP(~,'::l}*Y(KA)-AP(2,4)*XCLAI

AJ4=A OCl,11*xeIA)+ADel,2,*xeJA)+APC1,31*XCKA,+A P Cl,4'*XCLAl
CO~V=AJl*4J4-AJ2*AJ3

DO 2 K=1,4
1(1=".*'<-1
1(2=2 *K.
AS( 1,Kl)=~J1*AP(1,K)+AJ2*APC2,K)
A3C3,K2)=a~Cl,Kl)

~3Cl,\(2)=C.

A312,K21=aJ3*ftD(1,K)+AJ4*lP(2,K)
A9(3,Kll=A9C2,K2)

, A3 ( 2 , I( 1 ) =,] •

IF (I. EQ.NP1.AND.J.E~.NPIJ GO TO 20
D'J 40 K=1,8
')0 4..; L:l,3
c::.TIL,K)=::.
~::: .!J..~ '''=l,~

4~ STIL' '< l =S T ( L , <. ) + ~ CL , V) * ~ c; ( 'J , <l
)0 41 1(=1,8
')0 41 L=1,3
t..,S(I(,L)=C.
)0 41 '1.=J,3

41 ASCK,L)=ASCK,L)+A2(M,KJ*STIM,L)
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00 IS '<'=193
::0 5 L=l,P

5 SI(,LI=SI(,LI+1VH1II*VHIJI*AS1K,LI 1/116.*CO~~1

1 CONTINUE
2J DO 6 I=1,3

~O 6 J=l,S
6 .:: T I I , J I =A Q. I I , J I / CO\~ 'A

C WRITE STR!IN-nISPL~CE~~NT YATRIX ON TAP~
,..
'-..

':! D TTEl 4 1ST

C
c

c

THIS SU8ROUTINE APPLIES THE SOUNQARY CO~DITIONS TO THE ST~UCTURE

0,1 A,T q I X
DI~E~SI~~ A(~2t~~),61~?1

DO 40 M = 2,~3AND

K = II.! - 'vi + 1
IFIK) 2J,2C,10

1G 3 I K) = 3 ( K I - A I K ,°,,1 ) *lJ
A ( '< , :..~) = "::.J

2 ',; l( = N + ~. - 1
IFI~E~-KI 40,32,3~

30 9lKl = 51K) - AIN,~)*U

A('J,";) = j.C
...J CONTINUE

ACN,ll = 1.0
:3 pq =!J

RETUR ~l

c-J'~ ".;:: ~.! / CC\1 S T 1 / ~-! L r") • V(J l , ~.~ TYP t:' , •.~ ST=- P "P ~ T ~.~ , G ~ 'f~ll • ",1 ~'l "J , T ! \,~ c-' ( 3 )
CCv'/ C\1 / C()~: Si ? / IT:: C' , '/ ~ ~ ," ~ , 'l'-j'1J Li( , TIT L::: ( ~ ) ,:: T~G:: , XL ( ::. ':' ) , YL ( ::. '"' ) ,~: V::

) r,/ ENS I C ;'~ 5 I G"~ A I 3 , NEL } ,X ( j',)O I , Y( ;'l u;) I ,~'.j ( >1': T I ,G Ai/ I i·~.:, T )

c cjaR)[~AT~S O~ CE\TRO[J a~ ELEY~~T

c
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xc = (X(I)+X(Jl+X(K)+X(Lll/4.J
YC = (Y l I ) +Y l J 1+ Y l :<. ) +Y l L ) l I 4 • cJ
GO TO 2C

IJ XC = lXlI)+X(JJ+Xli(»/3.J
YC = (Y l I ) +'( ( J J+Y l K ) J 13 .0

2) cC)',n! ~!U~

C
C JET~R~INE 0/3 PRESSU?E
C

DO 3C IL = 1,~LC

IFlXC.LE.XUIL) GO TO £oJ
3·:) CC:~TI'JJ::

4;~ YD = YUILl - YLlIL-l)
)(1) = XL(!LJ - XU!L-1J
YY = YD*lXC-XL(IL-l»/X~

YH = YLl IL-IJ + YM - YC
ALPHA=aTA~2(Y),XD)

SIG~A(2,N) = YH*GA~(M)/NL)

AKO = GM(~)/(l.O-GM(M»

SIG~A(l,N) = SIGM~(2,N)*~~O

SIG~A(~,N)=C.5*(SIGMA(2,N)*SIN(~LPHA»

c

c
C

END

SJ3ROUTIN! EQUIV(N.EPSX,EPSY,GA~XY,EI,HCS,FP,SIG,IX,E~~,X,

1 Y,NEL,NDP,ETAN,TNU,S~OD)

C
COM~ON/CONSTII NLD,VOL,MTYP~,NST~P,PATM,GA~W,~~N,T!~~(3)

COM~ON/CCNST21 ITE~,M~AN),NU~9LK,T!TLE(8) ,STAG~,XL(501,'(L!5~),NLC

CO~vON/CO~ST3/KPNCH,KST4PT,~~NA

C
C

D! '.\ ENS I 0 ,'I EP ( '~:: L ) , I X ( "H:: L , 5 l , X( '\) i) P) ,Y ( 'wP) ':: ·'1 ~ ( \j;) P , 2 } , S rG ( 6 )
DI \.~ ENS I 0 ~! eTA \j ( Nt L) , T\j U! ~l EL) , 3'·1 ()) ( N~ L)

C
C CALCULATE STRAIN CORRESPONDING TO INITIAL STRESSES
c

JEVl=~IG(~}-SIG(6)

EE=EI*ll.-DEVl/rlCS)
EPSl=:JEV lIEE

r
'-

::CSIF = E031 + ::P(~l
r
'-

C
C CALCULATE INCREASE IN SHE~R STRESS DuE TO STR~I~ POTENTIAL

i -."



DT~j = ()~V2-D~Vl)/2.~

IFINA~~.N~.ll GO T~ 10~

~TA~(N)=)TAU*2./EP(N)

S,.") r; I "I ) = ~,.. ~ ".It '! ) / ( 2. :.: * I , • '" + T" '-1 I 1'1) ) )

1 ")0 (()".JT I "WE

C CALC'J L.; TE EOU I Vt. LEN T .'iOJ.A L LJ A!)S FO~ EL E': E,\l T
C

I=IXP,hl>
J=IX1",?l
I( = IXli';,3)
L = I X I 'j ,4 )
)=IA3~IX(I )-XIJ»+t3S(XI~)-XIL)1 )*J.5
)V=IA~SIY(L)-YII))+A3SIY1KI-YIJ» )*C.5
TXY = SIG(3)
F= -SIGN(DTAJ,TXY)*)/2.S
FV=-SIGNli)TAJ,TXY)*DV*2.5
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